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House OKs bill
to put state in
hunt for funding
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FRANKFOKI, Ky. (AP) - House
lawmakers
have
approved legislation intended to
strengthen Kentucky's application for up to $200 million in
federal school improvement
money.
Democratic state Rep. Carl
Rollins of Midway said the
measure needs to be approved
by the Senate and signed by the
governor by Friday in order to
meet the Jan. 19 deadline for
applying for thc "Race to the
Top" funding.
The House passed thc measure 96-0 on Monday.
The money, part of last year's
federal stimulus package, Is
intended to improve low-performing schools. Gctung the

Hazel Howse Fire

TVA sets records
for energy demand
CHATTAN()OGA, l'enn.
i AP) -- The 'fennessee Valley
Authority has set recorda for
energy detnand
Weekly demand reached
new tughs for the acven-day
period that ended Sunday Total
weekly energy lase across the
TVA regton v.as recorded at
4,633 gigawatt-hours. That's
more than 2(X) gigawatt-hours
higher than the previous record.
set Aug. 12, 2007.
A TVA record was set for
total cnergy use in 24 hours on
Friday, at 701 gigawatt-hours.
The highest weekend daily
record was set on Saturday. at
673 gigawatt-hours
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Titeeday. Partly sunny in the
morning then clearing. Highs in
the iower 30s. North winds 5 to
10 mph.
Tuesday night...Clear Lows
wound 19
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By KY= LOUGH
Stan vVntar
he Calloway County
School District is pursuing a district accreditation this week as a team from
the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools visits
campus.
In an opening session Monday
morning, supenntendent Steve
Hoskins welcomed the fivemcmbei iC111111 IQ the district anti
gave an overview presentation.
During the two-day accreditation portion of the visit they will
visit schools and interview district personnel. Final results will
be presented at an open board
meeting Wednesday, Jan. 12.
fmm 2 to 2..30 p.ra. at the board
office.
After welcoming tht visiting
team, Hoskins thankeci them for
coining and providing an outsider's perspective of the district. From the good to the bad,
he said their feedback will only
help the district.
"It's good to have some outside eyes ... to help us look ai
ourselves a little better," he
said, "We're in the interest of
having a culture of continuous
improvement at Calloway
County Schools."
Hoskins spoke highly of the
district's relationships with the
community and with Murray
State University, and said both

Tha Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad extinguished a house tire Monday at approximately 9:30 a.m. at the Danny
Paschall residence, 343 Alton Road in Hazel, according to CCFR Chi& Earl Hliokit. Paschall was riot home at the time of
the fire, when it was reported by a passerby The home was a tOtal 10811, and the cause is unknown at this time. Hicks
adoed.

Husband and wife enter not guilty
pleas in Calloway Circuit Court
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
A husband and wife accused
in the murder of a Murray man
pleaded innocent to charges
against them Monday morning
in Calloway County. Circuit
Court.
Jayson Paul Worlunan, 31,
and his wife, Kayla. 21, of
Murray, have been indicted by
a county grand jury in thc
death of Herbert Donald
Scandell. 23, two days before
Christmas. Both defendants
appeared separately before
Judge Dennis Foust.
Both stood with Murray
attorney Wesley Boyarski, of
the Murray office of the

Kentucky Department of
Public Advocacy. However
Boyarski told the court another
lawyer is sought for Kayla
Workman to avoid a conflict of
interest in the case.
Both defendants pleaded
innocent.
layson Workman is charged
with murder and Kayla
Workman is charged with
complicity in the crime. A pretrial hearing and further action
in the case has been set for
Monday, Feb. 15, C'alloway
Cinuit Court.
The two were charged after
Scandell's body was found in
the remnants of a car crash
Dec. 23 near Murray.

Workmen

Workman

Kentucky State Police said
they found Scandell's brxly in
the back of a car that drove
into a creek bed near Murray.
KSP spokesman Trooper Dean
Patterson said police found
Se-andel! with stab wounds to
his chest, neck and back.
Kayla Workman, who was

reportedly driving the vehicle,
was taken to Vanderbilt
University Medical Center in
Nashville suffering
with
injuries from the collision.
Jayson Workman was indicted Jan. 4. Following testimony
from Kentucky State Police
regarding thc involvement of
Kayla Workman, the same
grand jury indicted her on
complicity charges.
Both are lodged in Calloway
County Jail. Jayson Workman
is being held on a $500,000
bond. Kayla Workman is held
on a $100,000 bond. An investigation of the crime is continuing by KSP Detective Brett
Miller.

PAurray High
Honiecoming
Court
Basketball Homecoming
festivites will kick off
tonight at Murray High
School with the crowning
of the Basketball
Homecoming Queen
before the 7:30 p.m, boys
varsity game against
Hickman County.
Members of the court,
standing, from lett, are
Shelley Green, Taylor
Butler and Claire Barnett.
Seated, from left, are
Jamie Courtney, Christina
Veach and Alex Nance.

III See Page 2

Eagle tours.::
draw many:
fma region
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff vVriter

hilt the winter might
not seem like the ideal
time
to
visit
Kentucky's state parks, the
annual Eagle Watch Weekends
offer the region's residents a
chance to see wildlife in their
natural habitats.
Tours by van or boat will be
available Feb. 5-7 at Auroral,s
Kenlake State Resort Park for
registrants who make reservations by Friday. Jan. 29.
Reservations may be made by
calling 1-800-325-0143 or
(270) 474-2211. Tours are also
available at Lake Barkley State
Resort Park in Cadiz Jan. 29.11. Dale Hollow Lake State
Resort. Park Jan. 15-16, Jan. 2223 and Feb. 5-6; at Kentucky
Dam Village State Resort Park
Jan. 15-17.
Gil Lawson fmm the communication office of the Tounsm,
Arts and Heritage Cabinet said
the Eagle Watch Weekends are
a rewarding experience for
Kentuckians and visitors to the
area. He said they aren't offered
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Ten Crier

Accreditation ...
Meadows ()I' Dan, Vs Larry
Woods of Stanford. Ky , Connie
P(Igeers of Alexandria, Ky ,
Hardwell, Ky
Jay Sinunons
and Wands Berry of Centerville.
Tenn. More than 20 district
employees also attended the
remarks

From FrOnt
are very supporti“. lic also
reviewed various highlights (il
the district and individual
schools.
Visiting SACS members
include Denise Jennings of

Photo provtded
NEW SCHOOL CARDS: Ronnie Gibson, left, president and CEO of The Murray Bank. and
Bob Hargrove, far right, executive vice president, unveiled the first ever Murray 'Tiger Prdel
and Calloway "Laker Spirit" Visa debit check cards to Bob Rogers. second from left, MISD
superintendent. and Steve Hoskins, third from left, CCSD superintendent during a special halftime presentation at the recent Murray High School vs. Calloway County High School girls'
basketball game These new debit cards are now available on any checking accounts affiliated with The Murray Bank at all The Murray Bank locations. With each purchase made using
these cards, The Murray Bank wit! make a financial contribution to the school of choice The
funds will accumulate throughout the year ar.d a check will be presented to each school annually, it was reported.

KVSER LOUGHiLseaesii & TI111.36
Mernbers of the visiting Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools accreditation team listen as Calloway County School
District superintendent Steve Hoskins gives opening remarks
Monday. The team is conducfing a district accreditation and
will present their results Wednesday.

Kentuc to ex no advance° bane research

ALF°
By ROO
Asaociated Press Writer
FRANKFOKI, Ky. (API —
Laboratories proposed for the
University of' Kentucky C'enter
for Applied Energy Research will
he used for developing hattenes
to power next-gencration automobiles, Gov Steve Beshear said
Monday.
fleshes/ announced Monday
afternoon that thc university has
receised SI 114 million in federal
stimulus money from the
Nittonal Insututc of Standards
and Technology for a nearly
38,000 square foot laboratory
building at the Spindletop
research site in Lexington.
Kentucky-Argonne
The
National Hattery Manufactunng
Research and Deveiopinent
Center, a joint venture involving
researchers front the University
of' Kentucky and the University of
Louisville, would use the litho' atones for research.
The overall cost of the construction project would Ix S15.14 milKYSER LOUGH/Ledger & rxnes
lion, with Ow state kiclung in S3
:BACK TO SCHOOL AT NISIJ: The halts and sidewalks of Murray State Urlyeralty returned le million in stimulus funding und
life Monday morning with the retum of students for the 2010 spring semester of clIsee44. the university SI million.
Kentucky
of
Rotured, students till the stairwell at Faculty Hall in between class
University

President Lee . Todd Jr, said
construction is expected to be
completed tn late 2011.
&shear satd thc project is especially important tor Kentucky, thc
natton's third leading producer ot
Can and light trucks, to try to
position itself for the development and production of plug-in
vehicles.
Kentuc:ky researchers wiii focus
particularly on Improving lithi•
um-ion hattenes.
"Lithium-ion cells need d
longeo life span," Heitheat stud.
"They need a longer charge life.
'They need to he smaller They
nerd to be cheaper. Rut, most of
all, they need to he produced
more efficiently."
The scientists will also do
research in Lexington on capacitors
for storing energy, bioluels productions, soliu energy technologies,
and clean-coal technology.
Bcshear sstd productng
burning furls from coal is especially important in Kentucky.
where some 17,(XX) people work
in the coal milling industry. Ile
has been leading proponent id
coal production despite criticism
from environmentalists.

°bib

NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
in regular monthly session
Thursday, Jan 14. at 8 p m
at Southwest Elementary
School, 3428 Wiswell Road
Agenda items include
recognitton of school board
members. approval of final
plans for phase lil renovations and miscellaneous
projects for the schools, and
investment report, approval
of achievement gap targets
and an executive session for
student disciplinary hearing.
The board will also meet in
a special-called board meeting Wednesday. Jan 13. at 2
p.m. at the board office on
2110 College Farm Road.
The purpose of !he meeting
is to hear a report from the
SACS accreditation team on
their visit to the district earlier in the weak
Both meetings are open to
the public.
• The Murray independent
Board of Education is scheduled to meet at 7 p m on
Thursday Jan 14 in the central office boardroom at the
Administration
Carter
Building on S 13th Street.
On the agenda for the meeting is consideration of a draft
budget for the 2010-11
school year, approval of a
activity
nutrition-physical
report card, approve a
revised board meetings
schedule for the year and
and election of school board
secretary and treasurer

KOPPERUD REALTY
2009 Multi-Million Dollar Producers

CorgratuCations
Tathy Toyperuci, on 6eing

voted 2009
Murray/Cali-away County

Tavorite %ear Estate Agent!

Kopperud Realty voted
Favorite Real Estate Agency
8 Years In A Row!

Tammy Cothran
Kopperud
Realty
Realtor
of the
Year
2009!
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Tammy Cothran, Gale Cornelison, Kathy Kopperud,
Karol Kemp Utley, Krista Thompson, Angelia Fry,
Brenda Rowland & Barbara Rickman
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LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) A woman svho filed a lawsuit
against former state Rep. Steve
Nunn stemming from her
daughter's death in Lesingttm
last year is asking that Nunn's
daughter remain a delendant In
the case
Nunn's daughter. Mary
Nunn, has asked to he removed
from thr civil lawsuit, arguIng
that under Kentucky law, the
cake WOUld have to be brought
in the county wherr she lives or
whet:: the mop y ott oiled
Mary Nunn said in court parsers
she is a resident of Howling
Green

Ccnigratulations!

Gale Cornelison
nturraykyrealestvte,cont
Board of
Realtors
Realtor
of the
Year
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Ross' mother wants Nunh's
daughter to stay in suit

I THANKS FOR A GREAT 2009!
Check Out
Our Website!
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Obituaries

Too much flu vaccine? This week will tell =

Mrs-A-Venda Leo Barnhill
kfl% VegUlt.14 Lee Barnhill Ii•t. Glendale Place. Munay, died
Monday, Jan II. 2010. at 4:34 a.m. at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
Retired from ieneral Telephone Co.(now Verizon) Mrs Barnhill
worked in the Du Quinn, 111., and the Carbondale, Ill., offices 4%
operator She Wilk it member of Finn United Methodiht Church and
was a 40-year memher ol Beta Sigma Phi Born Jan 10, 1926. in
Dowell. III . she was the daughici of the late Kay C. Porter and Elio a
11UTC11 Porter One miter, Juanita Dominick. also preceded het in
death
Survivor% include her husband. Bobby Btu nhill, to whom she war,
married Sept 10, 1984 in Paducah, four daughters. Mary. Ann Wiae,
Evansville. Ind Patty Baran and husband. John. Demotic, Ind .
Diu-la Rogera, Royalton, III., and Sandra Curry und hatband. Jerry,
Gladhtonc, Ill , two honk, Michael lxr, Freinklen. Mass.. and Tim
Lec, Du Quoin, Ill one brother, Ray Porter and wife, Jos& Cantu.
III; 11 grandchildren. 1_1 great-grandchildren
The funeral will be Wedncaday at I I 1.111 111 thr chapel of .1 II.
Churchill Funeral Home Res Boh Saywell will officiate. Band
will follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Vihitation will be from 9
to 11 a.m. Wednesday at the funeral hoine.
F.xpressions of sympathy may be mode to AlUCIleall Lung
Association of Kentucky, Bluegruhs Regional Office. 1636
Nicholahville, Rd , Suite One, Lexington, KY 40503
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John Robert Pruitt
'The funeral for John Robert Pruitt will he Wedneaday at I p.m. in
the chapel of 1.11. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev Howard Welch will
officiate, Burial will follow in the Coles Campground Cemetery.
Visitation will be from 5 to 14 p.m. today (Tuesday ) ut thc talent!
home.
Mr. Pruitt, MI, Atm), died Sunday, .1411. 10, 2010 at 6 05 p.m. 41
his home Ile Wilk a farmer and a member of Coles Campground
United Methodtst Church.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Rebecca Shemwell Pruitt.
his parents, John Henry Pruitt and Maggie Steiner Pruitt; and two
%niters, Dorothy Wallace and Martha Wright. Ile was horn July 22,
19214 in Doutonville. Tenn,
Survivors include Kix sons, Sammy Pruitt and wife. Yvonne.
Ronnie Pruitt and wile, Gwen,and Darrell Pruitt and wife. Cindy, all
(il Murray, Marvin Platt and wife, Nancy. liatel, and Randy Pniiti
and Danny Pruitt and wife, Sonica, all of Alino. one si%ter, Bernice
Westerman arid hatband, Louie, Murray. four glandchildren, Jeremy
Pri'111. A1F1W. Rohert Fooddin Potin, !I've!. end Wry Elizitheth and
Jacob Pruitt, both of Murray

Isabella Jade Trafelet
The funeral tor Isabella Jade Trafelet wait today (Tuenday) at 10
am. in the chalk! of Inics-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Bro.
Paul Bogard officiated. Pallbearers were Jimmy Thorn, Poiltuid
•Trafelet. Timmy Thorn and Joseph Kurth, Entombment was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Condolence§ may he left at www.imesmillercom.
Little Miss Trafelet, 10 tnonthh, Clarkhville. Tenn., died Friday,
Jan. 8, 2010, at her home Shc was horn Fch. 26, 2009.
Survivor% mclude her parenth, Andrew and Stacey Thom Trafelet,
Clarksville, grandparents, Angle Pritchett. Murray. Timmy Thorn,
Dexter, Roland Trafelet, Middleburg, Flit., and Cindy Tiatelet,
Jacksonville, Fla.; great-grandparenta, Dale and Laura Thorn,
Dexter

Suicide rising among
young male war veterans
WASHINGTON (AP)
cult to track suicide information
Home from war and out of the on veterans once they've left
military, young mule veterans active duty
appear to he committing suicide
The VA calculated the numat u higher rate
ber%
CC1111:11 101 Dihease
Affair% Control and Prevention number%
Veteran%
The
Department hind Monday that frcuti 16 statea. In 2005, the rate
preliminary data reflects that the prr l00,(XX) veteraith among
suicide rut: among IN- to 29- inen age,' 114-29 wart 44.99, comyear-old male veteran% hah pared with 56.77 in 2007, thc
increaaed hignilicantly It said VA said. li did not release data
the rate went up 26 percent Imin tor other population groups
2005 to 2007. VA offictuls said
AI a huicide prevention con
they assutne that moat of thc vet- terence
on
in
Monday
Clan% 1111111N age group served In Wurthington. VA Secretary Ern
Iraq or A Ishanistan
Shinseki haid hi% agency nerds
If there is a bright %pot in the to do a better Job of understand
data, it's that in 2007 veteran% in mg what led to each huicide He
ihe group who tatted VA health hold he'd Alia like to %cc more
care were less likely to commit onngent protocol put into place
at VA facilities about how to
%triode Man those who did not
handle a potentially suicidal vetThat's a change from 2005.
In recent year+. the VA has eran. %titular to what's done with
hired thousands of new mental hometine who'% having a heart
health proleroarmuls and ehtah- attack.
lihlied a suicide hot line ciedited
Ile noted that of the more
with "lescuch" (il neatly 6,(XX) than ;0,000 suicide% each year
VelCt411% 11111.1 umlaut)/ member% in America. about 20 percent are
committed by veterans
in dilitrerr
"Why do we know ito much
The military has also htrug
about (suicides hut still know so
gird with an increate in kW
e11111, W1111 ale Army seeing a little about how to prevent
Shinseki mud. "Simple
record numbet 'ant year While
the military frequently relcuch quoting). hut we continue to he
challenged "
such data, it 11/1/4 heel' more dilfi

WASHINCs I t)!S (AP)
First there was too little swine
flu vaccine Now could there be
way ha) much"'
This week will tell. Get ready
for
huge nuoihot push as
health officials try to rekindle
interest in protection against thi%
new influenza strain that,
despite plummeting cases, still
is threatening lives
even as
thcy realises% iust how much
more vaccine needs to be
%hipped.
There's finally plenty of vac
eine - 136 annum doses and
counting — against what scientist% call the MY) H IN I nu
strain No more standing in long
lines at the health depanment
CVS drugstores have ho much
the chain is touting vaccine in
national radio and TV ads.
Competitor Vy'algreens got more
than 50.000 takers in a ion&
day last week
Monday, children younger
than 10 began rolling up their
slerveh tor a itecond time in
Rhode Island achoolh. The gate
ha% attracted acclaim for vaccinating three-quarter% of ith students. and now is starting Round
the aecond dose required to
2
protect kids that young
And flu-hhot drive% for all
age' aire scheduled iuound the
country for what's officially
dubbed National Influenza

1101k7 44i
Vace.11111,110/1 Week
preventing a pohsible third wave
of the epidemic later this winter.
How much demand this week
bnngs will put the U.S. al a critical Juncture. When is it time to
halt the Notting of vaccine. so
that too many unused dose%
don't go to waste''
Australia's CSL lAd. revealed
Monday that U.S., officials have
cut by more than half the
amount it was supposed to ship
here. 14 million dose% instead of
36 million The nation's largest
hupplicr.
Sanofi - Pasteur,
Novartis and Medlnarnune told The Associated Press that
their orders were unchanged so
tar But other countries already
are looking to unload leftovers.
U.S. officials say they're
deliberately delaytng that decision,
"The danger is in turning off
the spigot before we really know
what the winter nu %cumin look%
like. what the demand is,"
Health and Human Services
Secretary Kathleen Sebelitni told
the AP. "A% long as there is
demand, the good news III we
will have a supply"
More than 60 indlion people
are thought to have been vaccinated ho far. and the 11 S. ut flush
enough that Scheliat said the
long-promised donation of 25
million Jokes to developing

wady t,) $1111,
Flu vaccine is a balancing
act. Every year the nation
throws away millionh of leftover
shot' They actually Iasi well
beyond their June 30 expiration
dutch But because each year's
flu vaccine is a mix of three do
terent strains, with at least one
change to the recipe almoht
every year, leftovers are
ckstroyed to avoid confusion.
This year 1+ different. The
government ordered 250 million
doses of twine flu vaccine to be
made in hulk. hut Just over half
of it to be put into vials ready to
go into people's arms or up their
noses That wa% a strategic
move. because vaccine stored in
bulk luts far longer — meaning
leftover hulk antigen could be
stored and used as an ingredient
In next fall's nu vaccine if it
looks like it will be needed
again.
In fact, nasal-spray val:Clne
maker MedImmune already hah
frozen hulk supplies in anticipation ()I doing pat that
While U.S. cases have plummeted from a peak in October,
one state -- Alabama --- is experiencing widespread infection%
and the Center% for Disease
Control and Prevention hays
there's still more nu going
around now than is usual for
early January', all (il it the new
4.04111(11Cn On

stool' stoic000,
wor
Health Organization hays ssvi
nU 11 widespread in much of
world, panicularly Egypt •
India.
Because the virus hasni4
mutateci yct. specialists cape/it
this HI Is( I strain to he designu.
cd pan of next fall's allin-00;
vaccine when regulators meet A
February to act the recipe
The bulk purchahing meanl
"I don't see the U.S withong anY
VACCIFIC here," rays Dt Michael
Osterholm, 4 University of
Minnesota expert on pandemic
preparations.
But, "we're far from done
yet." adds Osterholm, who wik
rich that people will put off ger
ting a hwine flu vaccination
unless CAW/ %tart to rebound "II
we had to try to put through 20,
10 million people in A COUp1C 01
weeks ha:CilltP4C suddenly thc
next wave takes off, it would
still he a scramble.Indeed. in the flu pandemic
of 1957, the government gave an
all-clear after a fall wave of disease, only to see deathit increase
again later in the winter
Still, demand is falling last.
Last week, New York.% state
health department had to send
two trucks to pick up unused
vaccine from counties with left•
overt they couldn't store.

Will overhaul put brakes on health care costs?
WASIIINCITON t AP) —
Short of rationing, lawmakers
have pulled nearly every available cost-control lever in the
sweeping health care overhaul
President Barack Obama and
Democratic congreseional leader% are pushing to finiah.
Will it work.
'
It may take 1(1 years or more
to find out. Costa arc expected
firat to go up, as ten% of milliona
of
previously
uninhured
American% get coverage and
start going for checkups, rnam•
mograms and MRIa. Over time,
it the plan workh, health care
inflation would slow With thc
magic of compounding, shaving
even I or 2 percentage points a
year frtim rihing %pending rates
would translate into big saving%
acrou the economy
That's a flirty %cerium). skeptich say. liven some supporters
thr legislation ray cost conIrolr could have been line-tuned
to make them more effective.
"On coat containment, thia
hill moves the hall to the oppo
Ilene% 30-yard line, hut it dormn't score," %aid Sen. Mark
who huh taken a
Warner,
leading mle in trying to tiqueeze
more savings. "We didn't move
its far u% I would have liked."

Taken together, the bills get a
C-plua to B-minus on cost control, grading on the curve of
what.% politically doable.
White House Chief of Staff
Rabin Emanuel acknowledged
the doubts Monday. "A lot ol
people said, 'Can you really
control costar" he noted in an
interview with MSNBC
The legialation will deliver
lower costs, he asserted. while
expanding coserage and providing coneumers more rights
Ohama wants to finish it by thc
time (if hie State of thc Union
addrest, not yet scheduled
The Democratic legislation
would, for the first time, require
nearly all Americans to get
health ineurance.
1141/1114:111‘1 would be expanded
to pick up the near-poor, arid
middle-divot houheholat would
get aubsidies to help pay preiniIIMII,
Despite concerns raised hy
opponentr, rattoning was never
really on the table The four big
ideas for %lowing costa are: diacouraging high-priced health
insurance by taxing it, paying
hospitals and (Incurs for quality
care ant! coordination instead of
%heer volume of procedures;
aggrehrtively seeking saving,

from Medicare, and restructurmg the health insurance marketplace to make it more compctitive Combine that with an
ongoing puhh on prevention and
an unprecedented research effon
to identify effective treatments.
Of the two billh, many
expert% give the Sellale.41 higher
marks for controlling costs, hut
home find the House version
supertur at reshaping Mr inaurtime market.
Democrats have tossed nut
one potentially promihing idea

New group to fight
distracted driving

,
Yaw
mos ! IMO
130 "
j
L!
el

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
federal government i% trying to
teach people about the dangers
of dihtracted driving. launching
a new organization called
Focindhiven
Transponation Secretary' Ray
Lallood told CBS' —The Early
Show" that members of the
organization "will be traveling
the country per:wading people to
put cell phones away while
they're driving "
Lallood and National Safety

Council
President
Janet
Froethcher announced the creation of the group Tueaday.
FocusDriven will be led by
Jennifer Smith, whose mother
wait killed in 2.008 by a driver
who was talking on his cell
phone
Lallood rand he hopes
FocuaDnven will have the %AMC
SUCCC%1 that Mother% Against
Diunk Driving hah had in changing auttudes toward drinking
and driving

Limits on malpractice lava suits
to reduce defennive medicine
are nowhere in their legislation.
'The uncenain outlook tor
costs was reflected in a report on
the Senate bill issued over t
weekend from Medicare ec
nomic analysta.
If no bill passes and at
attempt it: made to check meet
teal inflation, Aniericans wW
apend an average of $13,939 01
health care for every mat
worniui and child in 2019, te
analysts said
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THANK YOU!
our customersfor helping
make 2009 our best year ever,
We appreciate your business
and look forward to serving you
in the new year.
Sincerely,
Marvin Enix & Staff

Buying or Selling Stock?
Call the professionals at Hilliard Lyons.

HILLIARD LYONS i
immortal Consultants I l-14):
lion Arent I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 420/1
1/0•763 1366 I 800 444 18S4
Hours BOO a rn •5 00 p m sa-F
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41.0111
,
11,
1411

-Fri.
107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 27(1-753-4959 • Mon.
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Learn to Sew cla.sses
planned Thursday and Saturday

Historical
Society
to meet
The winter luncheon meeting
it the Jackson Purchase
Histoncal Society (NHS) will
be Saturday. Jan. 16, at II a.m.
at the Sedalia Restaurant, corner
Hwys 339 and 97, Sedalia.
The speaker will be Teresa
Ray who will give a slide presentation about her "raising" at
the Paradise Friendly Home,
which was located in south
Graves County. This orphanage was run by Thelma and
Leslie Murdock, from 1938 to
1976.
A podcast interview with
Teresa Ray' discussing her life as
a "home kid" can bc heard by
visiting the JPHS website at
www.jacksonpurchasehistory.or

Learn to Sev. Classes, sponsored hi
Calloway County Family & Consumer
Sciences Extension, will be Thursday from
3:30 to 5 p.m. and Saturday from 9 to 12 a.m.
at the American Legion building, 310 Bea
Creek Dr., Murray. Participants Will receive
information on how to start their flnal projects. Brenda Freeman from the Murray
Sewing Center will be present to teach how to
measure for a correct pattern size.
at lesson on "Laundry Care" will also be
lo's
presented. Those participants who were
Datebook sewing at home during the fall seniester are
By Jo Burkeen
encouraged to attend one or time meetings.
Community
There will be no sewing. For more informaEditor
tion call the Calloway (ounty Extension
Office at 753-1452.
Photo provided

DONATION MADE: Woodmen of World Kirksey Lodge 170 donated $500 to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Residential Hospice House Pictured from left are Judy Overbey,
Manlyn Downey, Carolyn Paschall, Datha McCallon, Margaret McCallon, lodge treasurer.
Keith Bailey, CEO of MCCH, Nick Horton, Sharon Furches, chair of MCCH Board, Rachel
Wicker, lodge secretary. Larry. Elkins, county judge executive, and Keith Travis, VP of
Institutional Development.

for Disease Control is to urge
more Amencans to get vaccinated against HINI influenza.
Sebelius says flu experts warn
that preparations should be
rrvarlo. fro-

th;rel 1111,31Fc

of H I NI flu. She adds the
national observance beginning

Sunday will be an important
opportunity to promote vaccination at a time it usually drops.
Wal-man shoppers in the
Murray area will have access to
1-"^1' -aecir.-"or.s at the stoic
located at 310 West 5th St.,
Benton, Thursday, from 11 a.m.

to 3 p.m.
For those who made "stay
healthy" a resolution for 2010,
being vaccinated at one of these
clinics could help in that
endeavor. Residents can obtain
the HIN1 flu shot from healthcare professionals for S15.

•
;11/11Inui Pace

Gardner

1920, in Hardin, to the late
William Henry Gardner and
Nannie Cress Gardner. She was
married to the late Dwight B.
Pace of Hardin for 52 years.
Mrs. Pace is a graduate of
Murray State University, class
of 1940. She taught in the
Marshall County School System
for 30 years.
Her children are one daughter. Carolyn Pace Johnson and
husband. Doug. Houston. Texas,

G(X)Dys wEsuiNitfRsTEINAy,
MIWONS IN NEW REDUCTIONS JUST TAKEN!

THE BIG WINTER

VFW meeting Thursday
Veterans of Foreign Wars Chapter will meet Thursday at 7 p.m.
NALioudi Guiud Aunty building. A special election wiii be
held. All members are urged to attend. For inforrnation call James
Daniel at 753-0049.

Murray Elementary School Based Decision Committees
tEfficency, Academic, Learning and Environment) will meet
Wednesday at 2:45 p.m. at the school. All interested persons are
urged to attend.

CCMS meeting Wednesday

arid Hardin: one son, Douglas D.
Pace, Washington. D.C.
Three granddaughters are
Annette Johnson Hand and husband. Charles. Cincinnati. Ohio,
Elizabeth Pace, Houston. Texas,
and Amanda Pace, Nashville,
Tenn.
Three great-grandchildren
are Brennan and Sophie Hand,
Cincinnati, Ohio. and Savanna
Buckingham, Houston, Texas.

Calloway' County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the media center.

CCHS meeting Wednesday
Calloway County High School BasNJ Decision Making Council
will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the media center.

Discussion on Thursday

Singing
will be
Jan. 23

CCHS committee will meet

CAI

Murray High School Based Decision Making Council will meet
today (Tuesday) at 4 p.m. at the school.

Eastern Star Chapter to meet
Mturay Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastem Star will meet
tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at the Masonic Lodge building, Ky.
Hwy. 121 North, Murray. Food and fellowship will be at 6:30 p.m
and the meeting will start at 7.30 p.m. Fur information on membership call Betty Kunkel at 489-2333.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision Nlaking Council will
meet today (Tuesday)at 4 p.m. Pnncipal Lou Carter invites all interested persons.

CCMS committee to meet
Calloway County Middle School CSIP Conunittee will meet
nxiay (Tuesday) at 3:30 p.m. in room 213.
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We will have a gemologist in store
all day Friday, January 15th!

"40.110.P.,'NW PP.•

652 N. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 270-759-4929
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Need to get that new Christmas
gift appraised for insurance or
updates on old appraisals?

S E

AD1

MHS Council will meet

Friday, January 15th

PLUS...
WHEN YOU TAKE AN EXTRA 20% OFF
ENTIRE STOCK YELLOW-TICKET MERCHANDISE
Ifikkl.1 Mowry $.1

Gal

Calloway County High School Curriculum Committee will meet
today (Tuesday) at 3:10 p.m. in room 408. The agenda includes
finalization of recommendations for submission to the Site Based
Decision Making committee.

11

WHEN YOU TAKE AN EXTRA 33% OFF
ENTIRE STOCK RED-T1CKET MERCHANDISE

furthe,
Murra:

Kirksey United Methodist Church will conduct a 13-week
Weight Loss Bible Study titled "First Place 4 Health" starting
tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. in the fellowship hall of the church.
For more information call Katana Darnell at 489-2136.

Appraisal Day
TOTAL SAVINGS
O'7F ORIGINAL
PRICES

The M
pubh
tn the
N 5th
vanan
•Parkl

SI. Mark's Anglican Church will begin a discussion on "Mere
Christianity" by C.S. Lewis and led by Dr. Kenneth Tucker on
Thursday from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
Library. The public is invited.

Weight Loss class planned

HUNTINGDON, Tenn. —
The Wayne Hodge Memorial
Winter Gospel Sing will be
Saturday, Jan. 23, at 7 p.m. at
the Carroll County Civic Center.
The groups that will be
singing this year to help celebrate Wayne's love and contri
bution to gospel muisic and all
he did to promote gospel music
in West Tenensse and oher
places will be Cathie Harris.
The Thomas Family, The
Jubilaires, The Gospel Edition.
The Soul Searchers and Ivan
and Jamie Hodge.
There will be no admission,
but a love offering will be taken.
Concessions will be available.

CLEARANCE
Adit

A Social Secunty representative is scheduled to be at the
Calloway County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m to
12:30 p.m. The representative will assist in filing claims. For more
information call toil free at 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office
at 1-270-247-8095.

MES Committees to meet

Gardner will be honored on
90th birthday at area church
The family of Wilma Pace
Gardner wit! host a 90th birthday party for her on Saturday.
Jan. 16, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
fellowship hall of the University
Church of Christ. 801 North
12th St., Murray.
Friends, family and former
students are invited. Your presence is your gift. If desired,
bring a card with your favorite
memory of Wilma.
Mrs. Pace was born Jan. 2.

The Conununity Warming Center, hosted at St. John's Episcopal
Church. 1620 West Main St., Murray. will be open every night from
6 p.m. to 8 a.m. this winter. Dinner and breakfast will be provided.
All are welcome to come and get in out of the cold. No pre-registration is required This center is sponsored by Community Concerns
and Needs. For more information call 227-9109.

SS representative here Thursday

H1N1 vaccination clinic will be at Wal-mart
The Department of Health and
Human Services has designated
Jan. 10-16 as National Influenza
Vaccination Week. Secretary of
Health and Human Services
7 cp,n.r.ry
arhIpo•rt Ca•koline
says the goal of this nationwide
7effort by HHS and the Centers

Community Warming Center open
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Call

LEE JEWELRY ARTISANS
University Square • 305-D N. 12th St., Murray • 759-1141
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Sam Knowles Band
at The Church of the Nazarene
Hwy. 218 Bypass Paris. TN

ersatieuTiriji61 2014.4,

Decision Making
media center.
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PUBIJC N(YFICT
The Murra:. Board of &mug Adjustments wili hold
a pubtec hearing on Wed.,Jan. 20, 2010 at 4:30 p.m.
an the council chambers of City Hall, located at 104
N. 5th St to review the following requests Sign
variance- 1711 HWY 121 N Dr ibny Milano•Parlting variance. 100 II_ 13th St - Matt Falwell
•• All interested persons are invited to attend If
further information is needed. please contact the
••!..rray Planning Department at 762-0330
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AD FOR ONLY

$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1914
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion ot
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Prnes will oe responsible for only one
incorrect Insertion.
Any error shouid be
reported Immediattely so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their oven risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Seekng
individual to rent room
& bath Call 226-3545
$275 per mcnth
included References
required

Ca

t and Found

ore

OiS

i9-1141

sTATI uNIValitsiTv
COMMUNICATION SUPERVISOR
(Dispatching Area)
Full-time certified position Two years of
college and three years of experience in the
teleoommunitations field or similar duties
required Additional related expenence may
be exchanged with college education Must
meet all requirements to be certified in KY as
a telecommunication Operator. If not state
certified. must attend 4 112 weeks of training tn
Richmond KY Salary $14 44 hourly
Apply online & view additional
requirements at: vrivw.murraystatelobs.com
Wornenirnenonnes encouragen to app/y
An EEO, A4IF,D. AA employer

NOW hinng front desk.
lexible hours, all shifts
PT/FT. Apply at Super
8, Murray. 753-1150

Proceeds. to Benefit the Famt4 of David Le Axel Rowlett(
-Special Thanksfor Your Help and SupportKim and Chris Rowlette

GET THU 1111

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
LOST: Male red
Australian shepherd
last seen on 121S.
orange collar with/sliver studs
(573)631-3165

FIL 111.2
Fft. 11 a.r)
lion p.m
lon.5 p.m.
WiC.1 prit
itur
Tbtr.1

'Ason
iteekitt
lusarc
F91r1
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Britthaven of Benton is
currently accepting
applications for the folowing positions
State Registered
Nursing Assistants
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Bentor
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton. KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
BUSY medical office
experienced
needs
LPN, MA Four days
per
week
Send
resume to PO Box
1040-C, Murray, KY
42071

DISCLAIMER
W'hen accessuig the
"help wanted" sectiou
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledges. coot
you %Ill be redirectoi
to Jobnenvork.cont
By. default
Murray and local Joh
appear on
listings
this seetutte
HOWCVC2. as a national
website. not all buings
on the pihnetwortcorn
are placed through
the Munay Ledger
a Times Please call
u. if sou have ans
questions regarchng
die Murray area
Joh listings Thank you
DO you lova working
wIth kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be just the Plana
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
MOBILE Insurance
Examiner, must have
blood drawing expenence Call 800-4560403 PO Box 2481
Evansville. Indiana
47728

VIS411
cam=

Share your precious new arrival by submitting
a photo of your baby born in 2009.

VARIES OF loos
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FARM WORKER
LABORER
8 Temporary Positions
Employment dales are
as follows

POSITIONS availabie
nersons needed for
Receptionist duties
Seasonal employment,
deytime & evening
hours available Call
(270)753-9204
SBG is seeks ig Office
Manager for fu!I time
position Mon-Fri 84:30. Must be efficient
with good organizational and computer
skills. Real estate is a
pius but not a requirement. Stop by 518 S.
12th St to pick up an
appplication
illiaTC7Aldan

3/01/2010 Mru
12/31/2010
Guaranteed 3,4 of
contract hours All
tools
Provided at no cost
Free housing provided
for Non-commuting
workers
Transportation and
Subsistence reimbursed to worker upon
completion of 50 % of
contract Pay rate of
$ 8.00 per hour._
Lexington Nursery
Hopkinsville, KY
Duties include planting,
cultivating, & digging
trees/shrubs Apply for
this job or send
resume to nearest
State Workforce
Agency Office with a
copy of this advertisement. and Job Order
OKY0393723
FARM WORKER.
LABORER
4 Temporary
Positions
Employment dates are
as fc4lows:
3/01/2010 thru
12/31/2010
Guaranteed 3/4 of
contract hours All
tools
Provided at no cost
Free housirmg provided
for Non-commuting
workers
Transportation and
Subsistence reimbursed to worker upon
completion of 50 % of
contract Pay rate of
$ 7 25 per hour
Howton Farrn
Eddyville. KY Duties
include planting,
irrigating. & harvesting hay Apply for
this lob or send
resume to nearset
State Workforce
Agency
Office with a copy of
this advertisement
and Job Order
*KY0393435
MAYFIELD Real
Estate licensing class
96-hour, 4-week,
Jars/Feb, 9:00-5:30,
Mon Tues, Wed.
$960 00 Check, cash.
payment plan, credit,
debit cards welcome
(270)223-0789
deloiseadamsOyahoo
GOT

WILL srt wrth the elder
ly in their home, hospi
tal or nursing home
753-6646 or 210-4173.

apperlually
Be your own boss
Rent your own space
in a beautiful modem
salon & spa. Cal!
270-836-0717
Would you like to be a
salon & spa owner veo
buying? Beatrful modem salon & spa ready
to open Call
270-836-0-717

MDR COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Date of Birth
Weight:

WHOLE Hog
Sausage. hot or mild,
$5.00 2-pound roll
Also feeder pigs
PH-293-7243

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

(270)753-1713

$1,500 China Cabinet,
Ike new S500 00
3 piece bedroom suit
$300 00 Cali
227-8558
GREAT AFTER
CHRISTMAS
SALES' .
• MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
.10I MAPLE ST
f270) 761-7651

1989
I ntemationa
S2500 Dump Truck
Cummins
Diesel
Tandem axle
10
speed transmission
New paint
$9800
OBO. 270-994-1595
1998
JD
9510
ContourMaster RWA,
JD 925 Contour platform, J&M 25' header
trailer Package deal
$80,000
731-336-1182

293-2487 Firewood

CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
WANT to buy Good
used hand loading
equipment & supplies
to start hand loading
rifles & pistols Call
227-8237
WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS,
AMPS & PEDALS
(27(0339-4092

Arkin
Far SDP
10 gun solid walnu
gun cabinet 47" Zenith
TV 753-8744
VCR movies for sale
cheap call 227-8721
atter 6 p rn
Trends N
Treasures
1306 S 12th St
Flea Market
Vendors Wanted
(270)761-6255

Narne
etione

FIREWOOD
(270)210-6267 or
(270)226-3845 Pick up
or delivery

Send $10 payment, photo & form to:

Murray Ledger & Times Babies of 2009
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071
Housing Authonty of Murray is now taking
applications for I. 2. 3, 4, and efficiency
apartments These are federally subsidized
income based aparunents. NO ELECTRIC
DEPOSIT REQUIRED! Apply at 716 Nash
Dnve Monday - Fnday 7:30 - 4 PM. Phone
753-5000; Equal Housing Opportunity.

2BR duplex, w/appli
ances & carport, no
pets Call 227-7414
2BR near MSU. appli
ances
furnished,
C/H/A Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR. 2BA duplex in
Cambridge 2, CHA,
appliances $720/mo
with first and last
month
rent
References and lease
required. No pets
731-446-6972,
731-536-5210
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
150s Diuguid Droe
Murray, KY 42071
One and Tsco
Bedroom Apartments
270-753-85.56
TDD I-800-545-1833
Ext. 28.1

A

000340^0Y

upright
piano
Old
$100. 753-4108
PIANO
console,
Horbart cable. excellent condition S400
293-6755

12 x 65 2BR 1 -Bath
Air and
Nice home
underpinning included
$3500/0E30 270-9941 595
320
Apartments For item
I
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

DUPLEX tor rent 38R,
2BA 185 Carnbndge
$650/mo 293-6788
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large, 2BR.
1 5 bath. garage, all
appliances 1 small
indoor pet allowed
$675 mo 293-7404
EFFICIENCY
apartments for rent. Some
utilrties paid $230/mo.
No pets. 767-9037
LARGE 3BR apt,
newty remodeled, on
campus. C/V-I/A. W&D.
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished no
pets 759-4696,
293-4600

1BR, price reduced.
various
locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.

NICE 2BR, 2BA
$425 00. also 1BR,
IBA $325 00 1-1/2
blocks from MSU, references ,equored
492-8069 or 970-8412

2BR apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid,
no
pets.
$300/mo 767-9037

WEEKLY rental, all
utilities included
$131 25/weekly
753-2568

2BR duplex. C/H/A
various
locations
Coleman RE
75.1-9898

Publication Date: 1 /22/10
Decease te sebatit photo and
isierviation: 1/18/10 at 5PM

(Artwork will be in color)

WARD ELKINS

Arwood

BUYING old U.S. Coin
Paying
collections
Blue Book value_
293-6999

'

Length.
Name of
Parents:

kit*
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633

GIRL

NAME OF
CHILD

1-sownw

Tickets $8.00
In Advance or at the Door
Purchase at: Foundation Bank,
Paris, Tenn

sion Committees
nment) will meet
!rested persons are

bay

58.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart S.3% r Nun Clawfied, go into `smart Sas,-

7-9p.m.

Thursday at 7 p.m
al election wiii
✓mation call James

DEADLINES

$8_50 Column Inch, 601 Discount 2nd Run
601 Discount 3rd Run.
I All 1 Ads Mu.t Run thithsn 6 Day PerItAi
$335 per coluntn inch extra for Monday (Shopping(Andel

Afeet five Babies of 2009!

/992 - 2009

day

_Al%

ON Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for jill Stephens

Ad GIUMRCNO

David Le Axel Rowlette

iled to be at the
'rom 10:30 a.m to
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inure:tee will meet
le agenda include:,
to the Site Based
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Loa For Sale
Lots For Pr 1
Foy. Fp Ale
Acreage
norneo For Sob
leolerreclee• ATVs
Auto Pens
Sport low, *Main
IAA Cora
Woo
Used True**
CAPP.
Moan•liceors
Porno. Ono.*
Roe Column
Toosce* Seporsoe

Aslikey
!air by our office orion Whit:nen Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00orpast.
•fax 753-192.
7
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:enneth Tucker on
'ay County Public
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150
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320
Apse". aro For Rerit

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We aocept Section
8 vouc.hers
Appiy at Mur-Cal Apm
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD el-800-6.48-6056

KEYMINI
WAREHOUSE
t13§3 St Rt 121S
Murray KY 42071
276-753-5562-

UPI%
N I OR %CV

J&L RENTALS
NILN1-STORAGE
771S. 4TH ST.
Carus of Lti
!Wile $25 IOW MO
270i 436-2524
(2700 291-6986
_

NECIN BEACH
MINI STORAGE

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. WM
refrigerator,
stove
Very
quiet. All Willies paid
including
electric
$600/mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

ze n ts
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity
812 Whitnell Ave.

:753-3853

Hawn For Reed
L._
2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109

rit Be A * *

2BR brick. appliances
furnished. No pets.
753-0728, 994-3308
2BR. stove refrigerator, dw. w/d hook-up,
C/ti/A $550/mo, 1 yr
lease. 1 month deposIt
No pets_ 753-2259.
270-527-8174.

*

*
Subscribe to the
*

*

* *

MURRAY

I

LEDGER&TIMES'''

Howe Delivery
Local M I
3an.--MAKI
6 sae.
-USA*
--$3.011
1 yr.--SINUS 6 ino.
1 yr.

3BR, 1BA detached
garage. CM/A. w/d
dw, hardwood floors
large yard No Pets
Lease $600/mo security deposit. 753-1718
3BR, 1BA, 1504 Ryan,
C/H/A. no pets, 1 year
lease. $550 00.
753-9636
3BR, 1Bath. 1 car
garage. washer &
dryer. gas heat, located on Coldwater Rd.
near university
$720/mo 753-2225

\

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a m - 4pm MF

1
AO Other !Hal
Sulkscriptions
3 ass.---,VMS
, 3 ase.
6 ime.---.11110.11.
law -----$96.00
I yr.-4120.49 1 yL --.4145.00
Rest of KY/TN
h Sertereel

I Chock

Money Order

ViRtil

Name
St. Address
1

City

_

I State

1

Daytime Ph
A&F Warehousing
Neer MSU $20-50
-c-1 •IAA

Cheek us out on the Web!

www.murmiedger.com

1

this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

1
1
1

CLASSIFIEDS

ft • Tuesda), Januairl 12. 2010

Girl Scouts of Kentuckiana names CEO

[MOM Con
PREIMER
IAINISTORAGE
•inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•Vve sell boxes'
.1Ale rent U-Haule
753-9600

Prop. For Rol
Beauty shop for rent
city limns 293-1150
COMMERCIAL building for lease Free
standing buieting web
parking Great location
in Murray $350/per
month Available now
Call now 615-478-4724
96f 496-0062

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
JACK Russell pups
shots $75 00
994-0289

HAYmixed grass
$3 00/bale 7531287

Modal. I edger k Tames Fair
Housang Ad Notice
All real estate advertised herein
SUbfeli tO the Federal Fdl
housing Act whidi makes
dlegal advertme ans Fete,
ewe lirmtabon
discrmind
bon based on race color. religion. ses.. handicap. tanuhal sta
vt

ut

b., to make ans such prefer
enoes limitations or dissnminabon
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sok rental or adverttstng
ot real estate based on factors in
addinon to those protected
under tederal law
11re
knovingh accept am,
ads ernsing mr rear estate which
is not in s silation or the law Al:
persons are herebs rammed
that all dwellev advertised are
as allot* on an equat opportu
nits hasw
For further Amantanie with Fair
HousIng Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Want 17011648-M

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

BARRY_JAIdE$
ELtCTRONICS

We Finance
rollandmotorsaies
270-753-4461

(270) 227-9212

98 Chevy Lumina. 99
Dodge Neon, cheap
?93-8872

FORTNER Gee Co.

96 Dodge intreptd
St 500 firm
• 6324

Murray s newest
propane dealer Call
761-4427

03 F350 powerstroke
diesel 4x4 crew cab
dually, Lanat package
leather heated seats
power windows &
seats, cruise AWFM
stereo CD. loaded
100.xxx miles
$20.000 435-5508 or
293-5507

L&M
.LAWN SERVI( F
Mowing, Mania lama
tafidscaping
Leal Vacuuming ..
;as

I si III tit'
\Fads!,

Rt t2iPt.
753-8087

753-1816 227-0611
0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
•Screened Porcnes
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
•Home) Mobile Home
Tiara ar
436-5517
1(270)227-0587
AN Carpentry Const
New homes. Addrtions.
Remodel. Sagging &
Rotten floors. Vinyl
Siding,
Decks,
Roofing. kbile Home
Reoair
753-2353
Larry Nommo
Licenseo & elcored
.YOUR AD.
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY 1.7500
A
CALL TS1-1916

MONTH

boom mattisIN
nm, eirsisseal
I
*Ohlix
483*or *iv All

RENOVATED
4BR.
Hill Electric
IBA home near hospiSince 1986
tal
Beautiful hard24 Noun SIRVKI
wood/tile floors. sunRes Com & Ind
ronm, basement. appliLicensed & Insured
ances. new C,'H/A,
All Jobs - big or small
2.200 sg.ft $8,000 first
time
home
buyer
rebate $79.500.
436-2867 Lamb's
270-761-1317.
Professional Tree
Serve*. Complete tree
removal. gutter
cleaning. hauling. etc
insured. Emergency
293-1118

753-95 2

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters.
junk & tree work
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
YAMAHA V-star, 1300
tour-bike, 4,515-miles,
S8.000 (270)435-4455

DRYWALL repair &
painting
Free estimates 270-873-9916

2002 Yamaha Grizzly.
660. 4x4, ultramatic.
realtiee camo. many
ertras. excellent condition S4.600 474-8666

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming
removai,
stump grinding
firewood Insured
489-2839

Drino'sto Sri. r
irrange
and white, one year female

Murray Ledger & ThISCS

•M&M ROOFING

(270) 519-4729

274-7 270-703-4005

Johhny

Bryan.

LANDSCAPE,

LOUISVILLE, Ky
A
retired journalist and longtime
Scout volunteer was named
today as interun CEO of the Giri
Scouts of Kentuckiaria council,
effective Jan. 6.
Howard E. (Ed) Staats will
step in to manage the extensive
council
succeeding
Terry
Blackwell. who resigned effective the end of December, said
Cynthia Weller, council president.
Weller pointed to many
accomplishments of the departing CEO. including greater community visibility' and partnerships, expanded rnarkeung ventures, increased diversity in girl
membership. and increased and
diversified funding sources.
Ms. Blackwell was nominated
for the 2009 Non-profit L,eader
of the Year. In 2008, Girl Scouts
of Kentuckiana was awarded
Outstanding Non-profit by
Greater Louisvilk, Inc., and the
Sloan Award for Workplace
Excellence.

80 persons at the new Girl Scout
headquarters on Lexington Road
and at out-bawd service centers
in Elizabethtown, Bowling
Green.
Owensboro
and
Paducah. The council also has a
satellite office in Hoplunsville
and recently opened a new satellite office in Seymour IN.
At its January meeting, the
board of directors IS expected to
appoint a committee to search
for a fulltime CEO.
"We arc honored to have
someone of Ed's experience and
expertise to lead the operations
of the council dunng the search
for a CEO," said Weller.
Staats, 70, retired in 2002
after a 41-year career with The
Associated Press. He served as a

Howard E.(Ed) Striate
The council, Weller said.
covers 54 counties in Kentucky
and 10 in southern Indiana and
serves over 23,000 girls and
young women with the help of
more than 6,000 volunteers. The
council employs a total of about

reporter. editor and administrator in 10 AP offices, including
New York and Washington, D.C.
He wrapped up his news agency
career as chief of bureau for

Kentucky.
He was elected to the
Kentucky Journalism Hall of

CCHS, MCHS students oratory contest preliminary winners
Erin Towery, Calloway
County High School and
Christopher Fields, Marshall
County High School, were winners in the preliminary round of
the First District American
Legion Oratory Contest. They
will both compete for the
District Oratory Championship.
The First District Oratory
Ire held or,
Sunday, Jan. 17. at 2 p.m. at
Amencan Legion Post #26 in
Mayfield. Post 26 is located at
211 South 7th Street just off the
court square in Mayfield. The
public is invited to attend and
be inspired by area high school
students as they speak about the
Constitution of the United StateS
and the responsibilities of citizens. Admission is frcc and
refreshments are provided.
Anyone with questions can
call Mark Kennedy, District
Coordinator, at 270-752-3333 or
Pictureci are Erin Towery, 1st Place, and Christopher Fields, 2nd Place
270-759-9838.

MTIMI6 WISCOINI

-Beauty *Safety
•Security
-Energy Effigasgeat
•Pro Equipment
•Pro Installation
.30 Yrs. Experience
TIM LEMONS
irrigation
2/0-43S-4776

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Painting • Fix-its
• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained

(270) 436-2228

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Atthough
persons and companies mentioned herein
are bel.eved to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

YEARRY S Tree
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

FREE con.sole TV
489-2632

Uhl, Domes'', short hair
gray, adult. female

,,HELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
for more information c °Mar t

%iurray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141

Fame in 2002, has maintained
connections to the news industry, and has done part-time
newsroom consulting.
His Girl Scout volunteer
work has spanned the last 12
years and he served nine yearS
on the board of directors.
stepped down two years ago as
an officer and member of the
executive committee.
"It is an honor to be able to
work directly with this prolesmonad group of staffers, along
with the many dedicated volunteers. taking a leadership role
building girls and young women
of courage. confidence and character," Staats said."We intend to
do this while following the pre,
cepts of the Girl Scout Promise
and Law."
Staats is a native of
Parkersburg, WV and earned a
bachelor of journalism degree
from the University of Texas at
Austin. He and his wife,
Charlene, reside in Oldham
County.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday, Jan. 13, 2010:
This year, open up to possibilities. If you hit an obstacle.
become reflective rather than a
bulldozer pushing as hard as
possible. This
demanding
approach will backfire automatically. If you think outside the
box. you will be able to make a
big difference in what evolves.
Trust in your abilities, though
they
might
be
tested.
Remember, you are the Goat;
even if you stiunble, you continue your climb. If you are single.
you'll see life in a new light,
though relationships might be a
little difficult to get off the
ground and stabilize. If you are
attached, it could be close to
impossible not to let some of
your issues float through the
bond. Remember, a relationship
involves two people, not one. A
fellow CAPRICORN can he
overly challenging.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5- Dynaniic .
4-Positive; 3-Average 2-So-so.

I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Aprli 19)
*** You can and will make a
difference wherever you decide
to put your energy. You could
become frustrated by a blockade
or two, but you can and will handle it. You find out where hidden
hassles lie. Tonight: Could be
late
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Your spirit soars. and
you see a sduation in a new light.
Your humor opens up a blockage
and allows others to have a little
more give-and-take. You could
laugh at what others see as difficult. Tonight: Kick back and
detach.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
**** Working with one person
could take its toll on you, especially as one blockage after
another comes up. Kick back
and detach. Your creativity might
not be able to resolve some of
the evolving issues, but remain
true to yourself. Tonight: Let go
of a problem
CAP4CER (June 21 -July 22)
**** Defer to someone else
knowing there are situations you
might want to change, and move
an. By staying observant and
open, you'll leam a lot more of
what could be and the direction
in which you are heading
Tonight: Sort through your
options.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Accomplishment feels
good, but you might not be able
to push a situation in the direc-

details for granted. Leam to
move through problems. Tonight:
Your treat.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You discover many ways
you could tnp yourseff up. Today
could provide too many examples for you to integrate into one
day. Do your best, knowing it
serves you to understand how
you might be interfenng with
progress. Tonight: Chat with a
trusted friend.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fab. 18)
** Know when to back off,
especially as you seem to run
into a hassle no matter whicr)
way you tum. Your normal creativity and upbeat manner go far
and allow greater give-and-take.
Tonight: Listen to your innar dia-
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latimIles Blear
hon you so choose. De aware of
the possibilities if you don't ao
down the normal route. You
might need to veer in another
direction. Tonight: Put your feet
up.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Allow greater creativity
and dynamic thought into an
issue. Even though you might try
to close a door on a situation. it
doesn't work -- not even slamming it works. Don't take a financial risk, no matter how good it
sounds. Tonight: Have reasonable expectations.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** You could feel unusually limited right now. II you want to do
something differently, now is the
time. Investigate options with
new eyes, knowing that perhaps
you have overlooked something.
You could be shutting it out without knowing it. Tonight: Living it
up.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Keep conversations
moving, even thougn someone
or several people seem blocked
for various reasons. You might
ask yourself what you aren't
revealing and why. Analyze why
you are holding back before you
Judge someone else. Tonight:
VVork with the moment.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Could you be overstepPing a boundary with a friend
without knowing it? Stop and
look at a situation carefully.
Sometimes you take certain

Murra

logue, in here lies an answer

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** A friend could sorely disappoint you, and you wonder
you could have made a differ
ence. Let go and worry less right
now. Sometimes when you get
too focused, you inadvertentty
cause a problem. Tonight: Stay
away from difficult people.
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BORN TODAY
Actor Robert Stack (1919), actor
Orlando Bloom (1977), gossip
columnist Army Archerd (1922)
•**

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.lacquellnebigarcom.
(c) 2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• A generation that acquires knowledge without ever understanding how that knowledge
can benefit the community is a generation
that is not leaming what it rneans to be citizens in a democracy. —

Ell_

Elizabeth L. Hollander
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Murray Supply's Annual

MONESSEN GAS LOG
CLEARANCE SALE!
$100 OR MORE off
Gas Logs & Fireplaces
Heat with Personality-.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, JAN. 15th & 16th
_.

2 DAYS 111LI
A.Y
SUPPLY COMPANY
ONLY!
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Leaking Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray State University facilities
management employees digging
a trench as part of an effort to
upgrade power lines in dormtones
Murray State University Racers won 94 to /9 and Lady
Racers lost 71-55 to teams of
University of Tennessee at Martin in basketball games High
team scorers were Reese for the
men and Stansberry for the ladies.
Published is a picture of
Norma Karnes getting more food
at a potluck dinner at Kirksey
United Methodist Church. The
photo was by Staff Photographer Bemard Kane.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Wayne Blackford being sworn
in as a new: member of the Calloway County Board of Educaaion by Cindy Herndon, board
secretary', at a meeting of the
board.
Births reported include a girl
to Deborah and Guy Gardner.
a girl to Kelly. and Ricky. Wats:on, a girl to Sheila and Joey
Clayton and a girl to Amanda
and Robert Duncan. Jan. 9
Mr. arid Mrs. 1.C. Goodman
will he married for 50 years
Jan. 14.
30 years ago
A state-wIde meeting of the
American Agricultural Moveanent will he Jan. 15 at 7 p.m.
at the Calloway County Court
House in Murray. according to
Kim Wallis. local apokeman for
Ole group.
- Births reported include a boy
lo Mr. and Mrs. James L. Light
Jr., Jan. I; a boy to Mr. and
i•4rs.Robert I. Cartwright and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Kenny
Potts, kill 7; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Billington. Jan.
40.
Rev. Jay L. Bingham is the

play la 111111M
;

Photo provided
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COMICS/ FEATURES

Murray Ledger & Times

By The Amociated Press
Today is Tuesday. Jan. 12, the
'12th day of 2010 There are 353
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
. On Jan. 12, 1910, at a White
House dinner hosted by President
'William Howard Taft, Baroness
Rosen. the wife of the .Iiiiriatao
ambassador, caused a stir by
.requesting and smoking a cigarette — it was, apparently, the
,first time a woman had smoked
,openly dunng a public function
in the executive mansion. (Some
of the other women present who
had brought their own cigarettes
began lighting up in turn.)
On this date:
, In 1519. Holy Roman Emperor Maximilian I died.
In 1773, the first public museum in America was orgaruze.d, in
Charleston, S.C.
in 1915. the U.S. House of

King Feature*

nc.

JillItlaf%

Jump to conclusions could
land neighbor in hot water

new pastor of Immanuel Lutheran C'hurch. 15th aand Main
Streets. Murray.
40 years ago
Installled as new officers of
Hazel Lodge 831 of Free and
Accepted Masons were William
E. Moffitt, master; Jack Covey.
senior warden, Gary Covey, junior warden, Henry Sledd. senior deacon: Ralph Clark, junior
deacon,
Charles
Nesbitt,
aecreteary: Henry Hudson, treasurer; Sam Lee, Steward. and
Calvin HAI, junior steward.
Births reported include a boy
to Barker and Manan Lockett,
Dec. 26. a girl to Mr_ and Mrs.
Ted Billington and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Martin Vickers. Jan.
7; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Mak
Coleman. Jan. 8.
Bro. Bill Threet
the minister of 7th & Poplar Church
of Christ. Murray.
50 years ego
An institutional shoulder
sleeve insignia for the Murray
State Collge ROTC has been
approved by the Department of
the Army, according to Dr. Ralph
H. Woods. president of MSC,
and Lt. Col. Joseph G. Fowler,
professor of military at MSC.
''Baptists in Western Cuba"
was the subject of the program
presented by Mrs. Terry Sills
at a meeting of the Woman's
Missionary Union of Kirksey
Baptist Chuurch.
60 years ago
In an ad for the Murray Electric System. the personnel said
we appreciate the patience of
our customers dunng the recent
power interruption following the
ice storm."
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs.Charles D. Perry
and a boy. to Mr. and Mrs. Oran
Outland, Jan. 5. a boy to Mr.
arid Mrs. L.W. Hill. Jan. 6; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hobert
Underwood, Jan. 7.
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Urticaria plagues teen

DEAR ABBY: I'm writing told her to send the woman a
about "Not Nosy. Just Con- letter.
cerned" (Nov. 13), the neighbor
If it turns out the visitor is
who suspects the woman she a relative, they can have a good
sees entenng "John" and "Mar- laugh over it and she wont have
cia's" house is having an affair messed up her fnendship with
with John while Marcia sleeps
the couple If it turns out she's
There is another scenario to con- right, then Marcia will know to
sider, and
get herself tested for an STD,
is. perhaps. which John may have given her.
the biggest And if he hasn't given her one
reason yet, it could stop her from get"Nosy" ting one STDs can kill. Telling
should keep the neighbor to butt out wa.s
hers out of just plain dumb. -- FREDA IN
it. It is entire- FLORIDA
ly possible
DEAR ABBY: You are out
that Marcia of touch if you don't think a
is fully aware man will have sex in the UMW
Dear Abby and willing- hOUSe in which his wife is sleeply participat- ing. My sister awoke one morning in the ing to find her (now ex) husBy Abigail
after-hours band having sex with their houseVan Buren
visits of the guest in the bathroom! And about
15 years ago. a fnend of mine
I am happily married now, caught her husband in the basebut when I was single, I was ment with another woman. She
an after-dark visitor to a well- and their two children had been
to-do.(still) happily married cou- upstatrs sleeping.
ple in an unsuspecting affluent
Open your eyes, Abby. Why
suburban neighborhood. We were would a relative come in the
all happy with the arrangement, middle of the nigta and park a
and even joked with each other block away? -- DIANE IN MINabout what the neighbors would NESOTA
think if they only knew. "Nosy"
DEAR ABBY: My mom had
may get the surprise of her life the sanie suspicion years ago. Her
if she ignores your advice and neighbor lady's husband would
shares her "knowledge" with leave for work and shortly after
Marcia. Things aren't always as his departure a man next door
they appear. -- HAPPY THIRD would walk over to her house.
WHEEL
He'd go through the back gate.
DEAR HAPPY: That's true. into her home, stay awhile and
AIR; you were by no means tne then walk back to his house. Atter
only reader vsho sug,gested that getting to know them, Mom disscenario. However, many others covered that the woman and her
were quick to offer me some visitor were brother and sister
neighborly advice. Read on:
and enjoyed drinking their memDEAR ABBY: You were off- ing coffee together. -- NOSY
base in your reply to that lady. NO MORE
She wanted to know how to
DEAR ABBY: I wish a nosy
tell the woman of the house her neighbor had told me when my
husband was up to no good. fiance was cheating on me. After
You advised her to mind her I found out. several people admitown business. You should have ted they had suspected the woman
who had been corning around
when 1 was visiting my parents
was the "other vornana• but they
didn't want tc seem intrusive.
Representatives rejected, 204-174, land. at 85.
While all of this was going
a constitutional amendment givIn 1986. the shuttle ("olumbia
ing women the right to vote.
blasted off with a crew that includ- on, I was pregnant with our
second child. I learned what was
In 2932. Hattie W. Caraway ed the first Hisoanic-Amencan in
happening when the baby was
became rhe first woman elected space. Dr. Franklin R Chang3 months old. The woman was
to the CaS Senate, after serving Diaz.
ow the remainder of the term of
Ten years ago: The U.S. someone I considered a fnend.
hei late husband, Thaddeus.
I felt betrayed. Abby. "Nosy"
Supreme Court gave police broad
la 1942,'President Franklin D. authority to Stop and question peo- should acrid - her neighber • an
Roosevelt
re-established
the ple who run at the sight of an
anonymous note -- SOMEONE
National War Labor Boa•rd.
officer. Forced to act by EuroWHO'S BEEN TIMRE
In 1948, the Supreme Court pean court ruling, Britain lifted
DEAR ABBY: Several years
ruled that state law schools could its ban on gays in the military'. ago my dad cause to San Frannot dims:ruminate against apphcants Charlotte Hornets guard Bobby
cisco to attend a CPA convenon the basis of race.
v.ras killed in an automo- tion. Because my stepmom,
In 1959. Berry Gordy Jr. found- bile crash.
"Arm," couldn't be there, Dad
ed Motown Records (originally
Five years ago: A NASA space- invited me to the Saturday night
Tamla Records) in Detroit.
craft. Deep Impact. blasted off on
dinner. I was in my early 20s
In 1966, President Lyndon B. a mission to smash a hole in a
working as a fashion model,
Johnson said in his State of the comet and give scientists a glimpse and
Union address that tbe U.S. should of ttie frozen primordial ingredi- so I decided to dress to kill.
Even though Dad introduced
stay in South Vietnam until Com- ents of the solar system. (The
munist ag,gression there was ended. probe smashed into Comet Tem- me as his daughter, several of
the wives were suspicious. One
In 1976. mystery' writer Agatha pel 1 in July 2005.)
of them took a picture of us
Christie died in Wallingford. Engand showed it to Ann. The look
on her face was priceless when
my stepmom said, "Isn't 'Jim's'
daughter beautifuP I'm so glad
1.46itT 6a8S
UMEREA,S
ROO CO IGO AU'!"
she could be there." The three
ARE
IS UTTIP•6•GOGE
tke64.CoR
of us have laughed about it for
50FIW•
TRAWL/Y.4.
DO Vou U.*NT
years. -- NORMA
To NELP mE
CuET M.1 A7

DEAR DR. GOTT: My 13year-old grandson has heen
plagued with urticaria for the
past two years It appears on
his face and all over his body.
His mother has taken him to
several specialists, but they
cannot seem
to find a
cause
Of
cure.
He
manages it
by
taking
Zyrtec and
Singulair.
Do you
have
any
suggestions
helpful
or
informaBy
Dr Peter Gott non? This
condition
bothers him greatly and interferes with lus daily life.
DEAR READER: Urticaria
is more commonly known a.s
hives and presents with itchy
welts that appear and disappear. They are believed to he
an autoimmune disorder and
may be linked to allergic reactions, thyroid disease, lupus
and other health problems.
Lesions appear in batches, often
on the face, arms and legs,
but can also present inside the
throat, on the genitalia and on
the lips. They can last from a
half-hour to a day and a half.
While it may not be possible to pinpoint the cause of
your grandson's problem, any
information provided to his
physician will be of assistance.
For example, are the outbreaks
caused by food, food additives
such as MSG, herbal supplements, vitamins, medication,
stress or physical activity? Are
the hives worsened by heat or

Dr. Gott

Over-the-tounIc: antihistamines might help relies:c the
itch Zyrtec and Sineulair
both prescribed to n.aluce the
severity of the symptoms he
expenencee
BeCdtkie
phyaicians have
not been able to cktermine thc
cause of his hivcs, it is extremely difficult. if not impossible,
to avoid the trigger or triggers
that will likely continue until
someone determines the cause.
However, hc van wear light,
loose-fitting clothing. avoid
scratching or otherwise irritating the affe,cted areas during
outbreaks. use a soothing lotion.
cool affected areas with a cold
washcloth or shower, minimize
his activity and use the prescribed medication.
Has he been tested for thyroid disease. hepatitis. lupus
or other medical conditions?
If he hasn't undergone allergy
testing, this might also he a
viable next step. Has any physician attempted to switch the
Zyrtec to Allegra, Clarinex.
Claritin or other low- or rionsedating antihistamines? Benadryl
and others can make him
drowsy and could present their
own set of problems during
the day, hut they still allow
another option. There are a number of other medications that
might be used in conjunction
with his current medications
for better control. In addition
to his primary-care physician.
an allergist or dermatologist
might see him.
To provide related information, I am sending you copies
of my Health Reports "Allergies- and -Thyroid Disorders."

Cestract Bridge
North dcaler.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 10 6
•A K 4
•A 10 9 5
•K 7
WEST
EAST
11 9 7 2
•8 5 4
1,
1
IllfQ 9 8 6 3
.1 8 3
•K 7 2
4A109l16 3
*Q 2
SOUTH
•AQ3
II 10 7 5 2
•Q 6 4
•1 5 4
rbt bidding:
North
East
Smith West
1•
I. V
Bible
2•
3•
Pass
3 NT
Opemng lead —
of chats:.
Yesterday. we sav. how Paul
Chemla, playing for France against
the Netherlands in the 1986 world
team championship brought in a
seemingly imposs i b le four-heart
contract with the North-South cards.
Bet that was only half the story.
At the other table, the Dutch NorthSouth pair arrived at three notnanp
after North opened wish an artificial
grona club bid and East overcalled
in hearts. This contract might well
have succeeded against erdinary
defense, but Michel Lebel. sitting
East for France, is no ordinary

critical play came at inck one
after West led ths- len of clubs.
Declarer naturally played low from
dummy to assure himself ot a club
trick, whereuptm I,ebel followed
with the deuce!
Smith won the trick ssith the jaca.
but there was now no way Itir him
make the ci•dtract ast %mild have
to gain the lead before declarer could
score nine trick,. and his club naum
would then enable West to run the
91111 fey <town two.
Ow first trick
;Ha Lrbel
gueen ofclubs, South would
have ?ffadle his game. West could take
the next club ss ith the ace, hut declarer'sjack would have presented
the run of the suit. after which I- am
could safely he
cn the lead.
While Lebel's play may seem to
siohtte the general rule of-third hand
high," he had a s cry good rea.1011 tor
playing low. West's lead of the ten.
marked South .ith the tack If South
had the A-J, it didn't matter what
E,ast did. Hut if Wes', had the ace.
playing the queen wi.uld wreck communieationts heissetn l'aa and hi,
partner
Too Schipperheva. the Dutch
journalist who eported the deal. had
one final obsenation lo ir.ake on the
outcome. "You can sec.- he said,
-that declarer cin make the contract
if he also ducks at trick one. hut who
can blame him 64 winning the lack?
Would Y(R.T. has c ducked?"
Tomorrow: Planning the play

defender.

2010 Kt% Fesnre,Synchcsic Inc

Crosswords
ACROSS

dge with-

towledge
eneration
n be citi-

ElLON!

46 Poet's contraction
49 Pie a la —
50 Cleaned one's
teeth
54 Blocky heel
57 — it up (have
some laughs)
58 Waiting line
60 Pablo s aunt
61 Hos() hookups
62 Make purchases
63 Oue neighbor

1 Tire pressure
meas.
4 Like Rambo
9 CEO degree
12 Boy
13 Yellow pigment
14 Actor -- Linden
15 Vaciaates
(hYlDr1-)
17 Spectacular
19 Mutual-fund
charge
21 Cambodia's Lon

ac:›

Hollander

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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13 'ACIDIC! w Ea
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DOWN

SALE!

GDAFIIFIIELCrcii)
SOME PEOPLE .1u5T 9044'T
LOOK 50 GOOR AFTER THEY 121ET
•
•

ORE off
'places

1110 ase,

•
•
•

•
0

•

22 Toast toppers
25 Mournful cry
29 Former spouse
30 Doing great
32 Fete
33 Ccea! habitat
35 Musty
37 Well outPul
38 Math course
40 Eam as interest
42 Dela —
43 13111, briefly
44 Tagged
i

2

•

IMEGICIE1

1-1202oi0 United Feature Syndic.we nc
16 "Star Wars"
saga s green
skinned
dancer

18 Refinery
weSte

6

-id

ii

27

28

.__.

3

16

15

INDE4

i4
116
2

1

•

19
•

nality.

Wind SI
HardWars

5
.

&

6th

3

12

••

1 Piiot a ferry
2 — Peek>
3 Romantic interlude
4 Tile murals
5 Kind of elec
6 Half a dance,
7 Chopped down
8 Popular cookie
9 Electrical unit
10 Thud
11 Matt brew

•

22

Cie

23

24 .

1115

26

imm
29
10 ilir_u_

plEAINSLIT.S.C.
33

THERE'S THI5 CUTE LITTLE
GIRL WI40 SITS NEXT TO
ME IN K1NDER6ARTEN

it TOLD HER MAYBE 5HE
AND I COULD 60 TO
PARIS SOMEDAY.

\

I DON'T EVEN KNOW
WNERE PARIS 15

1

1
1

3e

5
39

7
ii

43

42
45

6'

9

,a•
50

velle411

fr-1)

34

36

Ars

51

52

53

57
61

55
5

2
_I_

—____J

20 Jupiter or Ra
22 Wisecracks
23 Apply mese
24 Gourmet delicacy
26 Thai neighbor
27 Vibrant
28 Cantina toast
31 Shine
34 Rifle range
command
36 Jostled
39 Old mirale cars
41
Dinah"
(Avalon tune)
45 Resulted
in (2 wds )
47 Attys.
48 Stay in the
army (hyph.)
50 Give knowledge
51 Cockney
endearment
52 Rubber-Marnps
S3 Actress —
Wallace-Stone
55 Pink lady
ingredient
56 Absorb. as in
costs
Kernoon's
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PREP GIRLS BASKETBALL
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MURRAY STATE 7S, EASTERN ILLINOIS 59

Any Given Ni

Lady Tigers
blow out Heath

By litS1
Muria,
baseman '
selected a
:ha cowl
Baseball /
Top 100
Cunnir
Ky I enter

STARKS SCORES 18, DISHES OUT 10
ASSISTS As MURRAY PREPS FOR ALL 'NI,
Staff Report
Murray flexed its Muscle, in an
'A' tune-up Monday v.11-4,
a 71-46 victory over Heath in West Paducah
Tbc top-seeded Lady Tigers could face the fourth-seeiaq
Lady Pirates again next week in the First Region All 'A' seitueR
nals.
:To
Three Murray players reached double-figures with Janssen
Starks leading the way with 18 points and 10 assists to complete
the double-double.
Haley. Armstrong added 16 points and Sarah Crouch contributed 12 as Murray took control of the game early and never
looked back.
The Lady Tigers took a six-point lead out of the first quarter
and put the game in check in the second, outscoring Heath 22-10
to take a 42-24 lead into halftime.
Murray Unproved to 15-1 on the season while Heath fell to 98. The Lady Tigers are 8-0 against the First Region while Heath
is 6-3.
Murray shot 52 percent from the field and hit 13 of 16 from
the free-throw line. The Lady Tigers knocked down four threepointers, two apiece froni Starks and Emily Benson.
Murray also took good care of the basketball, suffering just
five turnovers.
Heath shot 37 percent from the field a_nd went 9-for-15 from
the charity stripe. The Lady Pirates outrebounded Murray 24-21.
In addition to the Lady Tigers' top three scorers. Shelby
Crouch scored nine points. Benson added eight and Sian Hniicr
notched six.
Lauren Baer led Heath with 17 points and Lauren Paxton
poum
reurr
d ianylr4e.toms to acrioc Friday
when they host Mayfield at
7:30 p.m.

KENTUCKY BASKETBALL
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MARK HUMPHREY /
Florida head coach Billy Donovan talks with guan:i
Kenny Boynton during their game against Vanderbilt
on Saturday In Nashville, Tenn. Boynton ied Florida
with 28 points but Vanderbilt won 95-87.

Gators hoping for
complete game
against Kentucky
MICHAEL DANN

Ledge- & Times

Isacc Miles. a senior guard for the Racers. is surrounded at the top of the key by Eastern Illinois defender Jeremy
Granger in the first half Monday night. Miles finished with a game-high 21 points as the Racers stayed perfect in OVC
play, improving to 6-0.

MILES LATEST RACER TO STEP UP AS MSU REMAINS UNDEFEATED

SO
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times

Ivan Aska looks for roorn to dribble past
Ousmane Cisse Monday night at the RSEC.

By MICHAEL DAt4N
Muis's
Sports Editor
It's been a little over 10 years since Oliver
Sumas
Stone hit it big with his blockbuster "Any Given School
OVC (Overall)
Sunday." and if the Academy Award-winning Murray State
6-0 (14-3)
director is looking for a sequel, he might not have Morehead State
5-1 (10-6)
to look any farther than Murray'. Ky.
Eastern Illinois
4-2 (10-6)
The sport would obviously be different. The Eastern Kentucky 4-2
(11-6)
name might just need a little tweaking to the tune Austin Peay
3-3 (9-9)
Night."
of"Any Given
Jacksonville State 2-3 (6-9)
The storybook season continues for Murray SE Missouri State 2-3 (5-10)
State as the Racers posted their Ilth straight home Tennessee Tech
1-4 (7-9)
win Monday night. muting Eastem Illinois 75-59
Tennessee State 1-5 (4-13)
at
the
3,444
Special
Regional
of
Events
front
in
UT Martin
0-5 (2-12)
Center.
SIU Edwardsville 0-0 (2-14)
The Racers stay perfect in the Ohio Valley
Teslakt
Conference. improving to 6-0 on the season and Murray State 75 Eastern
lamas 59
moving to 14-3 overall.
Tesediri
State
Tennessee
at
lowa.
7 00 p m
was
again.
someone
it
racking
new
Once
up
TherMay
the points. Monday night's honors went to Isace E Illinois at Eastern Kentucky, 6 30 p m.
SE Missoun at Morehead St . 6 30 p m
Miles.
Jacksonville State st Murray State.
The senior scored a game-high 21 points on 5- 7:30
p.m.
of- 10 shooting from the field, grabbing five Tenn Tech at UT Martin, 1300 p m
(ESPNL))
rebounds and handing out two assists in 32 minSatardsa
utes.
Tennessee Stale at Austin Peay. 1 00
"Anyone can stcp up on any given night." p m (ESPNU)
Miles said."We have to be ready. I still don't think E %nos at Morehead State. 3 30 p m
we have played our best basketball as a group. Southeast Missouri at Eastern Kentucxy
6 00 0 m
We're still waiting for that happen. But the good Jacksonville State at UT Martin 6 00
r^
thing is we don't have to depend on that one guy
See RACERS,9

Tennessee Tech et Murray State. 7:30
p.m.

WILDCATS MOVE TO No. 2 IN POLLS
AS FLORIDA BRACES FOR CHALLENGE
By MARK LONG
AP Sports Writer
GAINESVILLE. Fla. (AP) — Flonda hasn't played a wellrounded game all season.
The Gators have endured shooting woes. defensive lapses and
second-half struggles. 'The problems change from game to game.
half to half really. and there's no
telling which one will show up
next.
Kentucky at Florida
Coach Billy Donovan has a
whom: c
solution. though. !Cs one he Where:
Gainesvilie Fla
needs to be effective for Florida TV: ESPN
(II -4.
0-1
Southeastern Ftacilo: WCBL. 99 1 FM
UK 16-0 11-0. SEC) UF
Conference) to compete with 4Records:
ic)-1. SEC)
unbeaten and second-ranked
Kentucky (16-0, 1-0) on Tuesday night.
"We've got just to focus on everything, maybe get them to do
everything at the same time." Donovan said Monday. "It's been
different things at different times. where we've tried to put attention on different things to try' to get better at. But when we've done
that some other things have slipped.
"This will be a game where we're going to need to play well
offensively and we're going to need to play well defensively."
Without question, it's Florida's biggest challenge of the season.
"The Wildcats fecl the same way. They have played just one
road game all season. a 90-73 victory at Indiana last month. And
playing in Gainesville, where the Gators have won the last five in
the series and are 76-9 since 2005, will provide a stiffer test.
"We are going to find out where we are." Kentucky coach John
Calipari said Monday. "That is why you do this. We went Oi
Indiana and got down really fast and were down 12 and about to
get blown out and we just had to chip away and get back in the
game and end up beating them. Now. this will be a team that wig
-•
•See WILDCATS,9
:•
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By MU Sports latonisatisis
Murray State senior firs!
haseman Wes Cunningham was
selected as the No 87 player in
;he country' by the College
Biseball Blog on their projected
Top 100 Players List.
Cunningham
(Louisville.
Ky.) enters his senior season as
the
school's
all-time leader
with a .393
career average.
He also has 17
doubles, eight
triples,
13
home runs and
83 RBIs.
Cunningham
In
2009.
•
Cunningham earned first-team
.k11-Ohio Valley Conference
honors after hitting .411 with 12
doubles. five triples, 11 home
runs and 52 RBIs. His .411
average was the fifth-best single-season performance for a
•Bred.
Cunningham spent last summer playing for the El Dorado
Broncos of the Jayhawk League.
He was named the top prospect
in the league by Baseball
.4nerica after hitting .395 with
42 runs. 18 doubles. six triples,
four home runs and 39 RBIs.
fie led the Broncos to the
National Baseball Congress
National Championship. being
narned to the NBC All-America
team along the way.
The 'Breds open the 2010
season Feb. 19 at Lipscomb.
First pitch is set for 4 p.m.

11(12
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

MYST swam at the Paducah Swimfest on Jan. 3-4 at the Murray State wellness center.
Pictured, front row,from lett: Jake Patty, Devlin Trimble, Jenne Santiago, Jolie Trimble,
Ashkahn Nabavi, Whitney Dawson. Lucas Wilson Second row: Kyle Faulkner. Logan
Dick, Will Shelton, Marco O'Bryan Jlillan Santiago, Neely Gibson. Trent Lyons.
Darringon Prescott, Natalie Hahs, Abbie Gibson. Kaylee Roberson, assistant coach
Anne Ferguson, head coach Julie Santiago, assistant coach Al Farrell. Third row: assistant coach Rick McGee, Daniel McGee, Eb Weber, Tod Hahs, Lauren Simmons, Celeste
Siquerios, Alex Workrnan. Claire Umstead, Megan Wilson, Nicole McGee, Jesus
Siquerios.

MYST swimmers place
third at Paducah Swimfest
Staff Report
Thirty-three swimmers from
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Laybe get them to do
Monday. "It's been
ve tned to put attenInt when we've done

to need to play well
veil defensively."
llenge of the season.
ave played just one
ana last month. And
• won the last five in
ie a stiffer test.
;entucky coach John
o this. We went tra
nvn 12 and about tia
and get back in (.1115
I be a team that will

have been training very hard
and it's paying off."
All cufirrinnwrc nn.wiintr.1

competed in the Paducah
Swimfest on Jan. 3-4 at the
MSU Wellness Center.
Approximately 145 swimmers from six teams were represented at the meet. MYST
placed third behind the
Paducah Swim Team and Rend
Lake (111.) Aquatic Youth.
Coach
Julie
Santiago
praised the teark.saying. "I am
very proad of these kids. They

improve times, with several
notable performances.
Daniel McGee won the High
Point Award for 13 & 14 boys
division. Also finishing in the
top three overall in their division: Lucas Wilson (3rd, 8 &
under boys). Milan Santiago
and Natalie Hahs (2nd and 3rd
respectively in 9 & 10 girls),
Megan Wilson (3rd, 11 & 12
girls).

From Page 8
stepping np. 1 feel Eike we ali
*Ng* YORK (AP) - share the bail well, bur when we
ing and snifflintg,'
k fwichhe hot shooter, we kite to
-Gwire finallranswe
ttrerriegeing'
ileroid question. Murray State had oueisilher
•-• Ending more than a decade of player reach double digits. 13.1.
denials and evasion, McGwire Jenkins, Saturday's hero at
admitted Nlonday what many Austin Peay, scored 14 points,
had suspected for so long-that grabbed six rebounds and dished
iteroids and human growth hor- out five dimes over 30 minutes.
mone helped make him a home
-Isacc Miles is the epitome of
what any coach would want to
. king.
-The toughest thing is my have -that is a defensive-minde, my parents. close friends ed coach," MSU head 171811 Billy
'e had no idea that I hid it Kennedy said."He works so hard
a them all this time," he told on shooting and other areas of his
Associated Press in an emo- game that it's good to see him
[lona], 20-rninute interview. "I have some success there as
kuev.' this day was going to well."
The Racers had 11 steals on
otime. I didn't know when."
,..In a quavering voice. the night and forced Eastern
McGwire apologiz,ed and said he Illinois into 20 tumovers. It's
used steroids and human growth also the fifth straight garne MSU
hormone on and ofT for a decade. has held the opposition to under
60 points.
E1U (10-6, 4-2 OVC)shot 37
percent from the floor and 40
percent fmm behind the arc. The
LOUISVILLE
Panthers were 68 percent from
BASKETBALL
the flee thmw line, going to the
stripe just six times in the second
half and finishing 11-for-16.
Eastem lllinois was led in
scoring by Tyler Laser's 13
points while James Hollowell
had 11 and Jeremy Granger
added 10.
Both Miles and Tony' Easley
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- agreed that following Saturday's
Scottie Reynolds scored a sea- emotional wan over Austin Peay,
son-high 36 points, including a there would be a letdown. It was
game-clinching layup in the evident in the first half as EIU
final minute. to lead No. 4 ttad an 11-ix)int lead, 26-15 with
Villanova past Louisville 92-84 4:13 to play. but MSU closed out
on Monday night.
the half on a 9-2 run io trail 28-24
Reynolds was nearly perfect. at the half.
going 9 of 10 from the field,
The Racers trailed going into
including making all five of his halftime for the first time this
I-point attempts. as the Wildcats season since going into the lock15-1, 4-0 Big East) snapped a er room down 33-30 to Eastern
hree-game losing streak to the Kentucky earlier in December.
'ardinals (12-5, 3-1).
"1 think the game Saturday'
It wasn't easy, or particularly played more into our emotional
oretty.
side because it's the nvalry game
The teams combined for 44 and there is a lot of hype behind
urnovers, 67 fouls and 94 free it," Easley said. "I know. for me,
hrow s.
I have never won there, so there
Samardo
Samuels
led was a lot of emotion in that win.
Louisville with 21 points and Vvith this game. our focus went
Edgar Sosa added 17.
down a lesel and we thoug,ht we

could come out with the same
intensity. 1 know now, and
be
on all the guys,to approach every
game,* KA were Austin Peay.
Weatftfetptlillftla•erver-kenw.Vy
The tide certainly turnedSe
Racers' way to start the second
half as Jenkins buried a 3-pointer
and, following a steal by the junior from Virginia Beach, he fed a
nifty behind the back pass to
Miles for a layup. giving MSU
the lead at 29-28.
Murray State never trailed
from that point on, locking down
defensively and building a 14point lead with 6-05 to play.
"On defense, we lock people
up to get baskets in transition.
tonight that's what it came down
too," Miles ackled. "Tony had
some big blocked shots and I
thinlc the bigs really' played their
hearts out tonight, getting in
there and getting us rebounds
when we needed them."
MSU won the rebounding
battle 42-38 and got 22 points in
the paint to 18 by EIU. Murray
State also got 20 second chance
points to Eastern's nine.
NOTES: It was the 16th
straight game for a made 3-pointer by Isaiah Canaan and the 16th
time Tony Easley registered a
dunk. ... Easley's technical call
against him at the 7:12 mark in
the first half was just the third of
his career.

McGvvire
drnits using •Racers
steroids

ARK HUMPHREY /

1

Ifillanova
recovers to
beat Cards

Adding state qualifying
times were Celeste Siqueiros
(100 back) and Kyle facilknei
(50 back), the 9 & 10 girls 200
medley relay team (Kaylee
Roberson, Natalie Hahs, Jillian
Santiago and Neely Gibson)
and 9 & 10 girls 200 free relay
team (Elizabeth Houck, Kaylee
Roberson, Natalie Hahs and
Jillian Santiago).
MYST competes again at
the Southern Ktaitucky Winter
Fest in Bowling Green Jan 1517.

y

MURRAY ST. 75. E. ILLINOIS 59
E. ILLINOIS (10-6)
Hollowell 5-7 1-2 11. Marion 1 8 3-4 5,
Cisse 3-6 0-2 6, Laser 4-9 4-4 13,
Granor 3-12 2-2 i 0. Wrght Jr 2-51-16.
Martin 0-1 0-0C, Smith 0-0 0-0 0_ Pratl 23 0-0 4, McKinney 2-5 0-1 4. Dorlack 0-1
0-0 0, Sanders 0-0 0-0 O. Sullic 0-1 0-0 0
Totals 22-58 11-16 59
MURFAY ST.(14-3)
Thomas 2-12 1-2 5, Aska 3-7 0-0 6,
Eacley 3-6 2-2 8. Miles 5-10 7-9 21,
Jenkins 3-9 6-6 14. Daniel 0-2 0-0 O.
Canaan 2-5 2-2 7, Poole 1-3 0-0 2.
McClain 3-28-88, Wilson 1-1 0-0 2. Long
0-1 2.2 2 Totals 20-58 28-31 75
lisIttlm•-E Illinois 28-24 3-PoInt
Goals-E Illinois 4-10 (Granger 2-2.
Later 1-3. Wnght Jr 1-4 Martin 0-1).
Murray St 7-20 (Miles 4-9. Jenkins 2-5.
Canaan 1-2. Poole 0-1. Thomas 0-3)
Fouled Out-None Rebounds-E.
Minos 38 (Cisse 111. Murray St 42
(Aska. Easley 8) AssIsts-E Illinois 13
(Granger 41. Murray St 13 (Jenkins 5).
Total Fouls--E Illinois 18. Murray St
15 Technical--Easley A-3 444

Plea
Teem Record Poke Preemie
1 Northern Iowa (25) 14-1 762
1
2
Gonzaga (4) 12-3 745
2
3.
Butler 12-4 706
3
4
Corist13-3 670
St Mary4t4Y1 15-2 645
5.
Wichita State 15-2 599
6.
9'
7
Oid Dominion 12-5 548
11
8
Siena 12-4 530 13
9. Western Carolina 12-3 487
7
10
Witham & Mary 12-3 472
8
11.
Missouri State 13-3 443 10
12. Northern Colorado 15-3 377 16
13.
Akron 11-4 376 12
14.
Murray State 13-3 325 17
15. Coastal Carolina 16-2 314 21
16.
State 12-4 291
14
17.
VCU 10-4 279
6
18, Western Kentucky 9-5 214
15
19. College of Charleston 9-6 183 NR
Wright State 11-6 121
20
18
21
Oakland 11-7 106 NR
22 Texas San Antonio 11-3 102 25
23
Kent State 10-5 93 NR
24
Fairtiekl 12-4 92
23
25
Detroit it-6 65
24

The top Twenty Flys
The Associated Prom
The lop 25 teems The Mincielect
Prete 038111glibilekelbell poi. oar first
place voles in parenlaseas. records
through Jen 10 total pane bleat on
25 pants tor a first place Yale through
one pant lor a 2511-i-plece yobi and pre
yious ranking
Record Pts PVs
Texas (561
15-01 616 2
2 Kentucky (91 16-01 569 3
14-11 441 1
3 Karma
4 Villanova
14-11,426 6
5 Syracuse
15-11.353 7
14-11,317 4
6 Purdue
7 Mictegan St
13-31,191 10
8 Duke
13-21.178 5
9 Tennessee
12-21,030 16
10 West Virginia 12.21 006 8
11 Georgetown 12-2 934 12
12 North Carolina 12
,
1 844 9
13 Kansas St
13-2 746 11
13 Wisconsin
13-3 746 17
15 Connecticut 11-4 633 13
Pltsburgh
13-2 565 23
17 Gonzaga
12-3 559 19
BYU
16-1 456 25
19 Temple
1 3-3 386 21
20 Georgia Tech 12-3 342 20
21 Messissippi
12-3 326 14
22 Baylor
13-1 301 23 Warni
15-1 189 24 Clemson
13-3 167 25 Florida St
13-3 155 18

USA Tockey/ESPN Top 25 Pam
The top 25 teams in the USA TodayESPN men s cokege basketball poll.
wen hist-ptace voles in parentheses.
records through Jan 10 points based
on 25 pciints for a first-place vote
through one point tor a 25th-ptace vole
and previous ranking
Record Pts Pvs
1 Texas 1301
15-0 774 2
2 Kentucky (1) 16-0 745 3
3 Kansas
4 Vitlanova
14
4.1
- 68
697
1 '
6
5 Syracuse
14
5:11 62
645
1 4
7
6 Purdue
7 Duke
13-2 578 5
8 Michigan State 13-3 556 11
4 West Virginia 12-2 471 8
10 Tennessee
12-2 463 15
11 Georgelovin 12-2 439 12
12 Kansas State 13-2 375 10
13 Nont) Carolina 12-4 362 9
14 Gonzaga
12-3 345 18
15 Connecticut 11-4 293 13
16 Wisconsm
13-3 289 20
17 Brigham Young16- 1 285 23
18 Georgia Tech 12-3 261 17
19 Clemson
13-3 213 21
20 Pittsburgh
13-2 201 !VR
21 Temple
13-3 151 25
22 Butler
12-4 106 24
23 Mississippi
12-3 90 16
24 Baykii
13-1 66 NR
25 Florida State 13-3 65 19

Omers ieceiving votes Texas A8M 126
N Iowa 91 Missouri 64 Mississippi St
61 New Mexico 59 Dayton 39. UAB
35 UNLV 28 Oklahoma St 26.
Vanderbilt 21 Notre Dame 18, Wake
Forest 14 Cornell 12 Butler 10 Texas
Tech 10 Marquette 9 Virginia Tech 9
William 8 Mary 8 Florida 2. Louisiana
Tech 2 Harvard 1 Missouri St 1 Siena
1

OtherS receiving votes Northern Iowa
62, New Mexico 54 UNLV 26, Saint
Mary's 25, Oklahoma State 21 Texas
48M 17 Cornell 16 Dayton 16.
Alabama-Birmingham 14 Miami F
9. Wake Forest 8, Rhode Island 7
Mississippi State 6. Arizona State 5
Texas Tech 4, William 8 Mary 4
Missoun 3. Marquette 2. Minnesota
Notre Dame 1 San Diego Stale ,
Vanderbilt 1, Washington 1

in Wildcats
From Page 9
be even better and a tougher
environment than Indiana. We
will see if we are ready for it."
Kentucky is one of only two
undefeated teams remaining.
And given Tennessee's suspensions and Flonda's struggles.
there's already talk about the
Wildcats going unbeaten in SEC
play.
Kentucky isn't quite ready to
join in the conversation, especially after a close game against
rebuilding Georgia on Saturday.
The Wildcats blew a double-digit
lead ildflitilrepine Closet
I. thitt-IltepaNianted. something
Calipari says has happened too
often this se-ason.
"We get' people down and we
don't put them away," he said.
"We get 'em down 10. 12. 13.
Well. get it to 20. Instead, it's

11111ERI MECUMS V0113c Denver Ell.
Portland 62, Harvard 52, Green Bay 44,
Vermont 38, South Alabama 33, Western
Michigan 32. Buffalo 26, Niagara 22. UC
Santa Barbara, 18 Indiana State 16.
Northeastern 16, Long Beath State 13.
Morehead State 12. Southern Minors 12.
Eastern Kentucky 8, Morgan State B.
Ohio 8. Maine 2, Sam Houston State 2.
Montana 1, Stephen F Austin '

down to 4.
"When you go on the road and
that happens, you cannot stop the
avalanche and it jusi bowls you
over. It's just all that expenence
stuff that we don't have that
scares me more than anything
else."
With three freshmen - John
Wall, Eric
Bledsoe
and
DeMarcus Cousins - in his
starting lineup. Calipari asked his
older players to tallc to the team
about what to expect in the
O'Connell Center.
m that it is crazy,
they have ttten a litit is like on
guard Rarnon Harris said. "It's
defuntely something you have to
experience for yourself. Loud.
intense. the floor may be shaking
a little bit. But it's going to be fun
and I'm looking forward to it."

For Real
Pain Therapy...

Thera-GesicA Pain Cream

1

Scive

It Really Works...Compare and SAVE.

*
This,Winter!

Cut your heating bill this winter and stay warm
with soft, comfortable healthy EdenPURE' heat!

EdenPURE
• Heats room evenly
• Safe for children & pets
• Does not remove moisture in the air
• Uses standard 110 electricity;
no harmful fuel exhausts
• 1500 Watts/5000 BTU
• Energy efficient safe, soft, comfortable heat
-Serving You
Since 19,55 With
Quality Products
Add sovfee
You Deserve-

Yoe /4151r,
4iteee oroAreare

ate alit/

niluR AN,

SUPP

COIVIIP.ANY

Your Hardware.fNielocal arta Plurnbincr erotessionces

21M-206 E. Main •Milmay, KY•-270-753-361
Hrs M-F 7- 5 p.m.-Siii. 7-4 p.m.• www.murraysupply.nat

You dO.n't have to be a farmer.to get
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
Home • Auto • Manufactured Home•Farm

Life

Lona Term Care • Health

InsuranCe available in city or county
•:

Spocuarasi by
Stuart Akxander
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Murray Kentucky
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Any Given Ni

Lady Tigers
blow out Heath
STARKS SCORES 18, DISHES OUT 10
AS.SISTS As MURRAY PREPS FOR Au.'N..*
Staff Report
Murray flexed its muscles in an All 'A' tune-up Monday wik
a 71-46 victory over Heath in West Paducah.
The top-seeded Lady Tigers could face thc fourth-seed6t
Lady Pirates again next week in the First Region All 'A' semilIfij
nals.
Three Murray players reached double-figures with Janssen
Starks leading the way with 18 points and 10 assists to complete
the double-double.
Haley. Armstrong added 16 points arid Sarah Crouch contributed 12 as Murray. took control of the game early and never
looked back.
The Lady Tigers took a six-point lead out of the first quarter
and put the game in check in the second, outscoring Heath 22-10
to take a 42-24 lead into halftime.
Murray improved to 15-1 on the season while Heath fell to 98. The Lady Tigers are 8-0 against the First Region while Heath
is 6-3.
Murray shot 52 percent from the field and hit 13 of 16 from
the free-throw line. The Lady Tigers knocked down four threepointers, two apiece from Starks and Emily Benson.
Murray also took good care of the basketball, suffenng just
five turnovers.
Heath shot 37 percent from the field and went 9-for-15 from
the charity stripe. The Lady Pirates outrebounded Murray 24-21.
In addition to the Lady Tigers' top thrze scorers, Shelby
Crouch scored nine points, Renextri added ejoht and Cisn Honer
notched six.
Lauren Baer led Heath with 17 points and Lauren Paxton
poured in 14.
Murray retums to action Friday when they host Mayfield at
7:30 p.m.

KENTUCKY BASKETBALL
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AP
Florida head coach Billy Donovan talks with guard
Kenny Boynton during their game against Vanderbilt
on Saturday in Nashville, Tenn. Boynton led Florida
with 28 points but Vanderbilt won 95-87.
MARK HUMPHREY

Gators hoping for
complete game
against Kentucky
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Itmes
Isacc Miles. a senior guard for the Racers. is surrounded at the top of the key by Eastern Illinois defender Jeremy
Granger in the first half Monday night. Miles finished with a game-high 21 points as the Racers stayed perfect in OVC
play, improving to 6-0.

MILES LATEST RACER TO STEP UP AS MSU REMAINS UNDEFEATED

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Ivan Aska looks for room to dribble past
Ousmane Cisse Monday night at the RSEC.

By PAKAMEL DANN
Sports Editor
It's been a little over 10 years since Oliver
Stone hit it big with his blockbuster "Any Given
Sunday." and if the Academy. Award-winning
director is looking for a sequel. he might not have
to look any fanher than Murray. Ky.
The sport would obviously be different. The
name might just need a little tweaking to the tune
of "Any Given Night."
The storybook season continues for Murray
State as the Racers posted their Hth straight home
win Monday night, muting Eastern Illinois 75-59
in front of 3.444 at the Regional Special Events
Center.
The Racers stay perfect in the Ohio Valley
Conference, impmving to 6-0 on the season and
moving to 14-3 overall.
Once again, it was someone new racking up
the points. Monday night's honors went to Isact
Miles.
The senior scored a game-high 21 points on 5of-10 shooting from the field. grabbing five
rebounds and handing out two assists in 32 minutes.
"Anyone can step up on any given night."
Miles said."We have to be ready.' still don't think
we have played our best basketball as a group.
We're still waiting for that happen. But the good
thing is we don't have to depend on that one guy
•See RACERS,9

Mrms's

SUMMON
School
Murray State
Morehead State
Eastern Illinois
Eastern Kentucky
Aushn Peay
Jacksonville State
SE Mussoun State
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
UT Martin
SIU Edwarlsville

OVC(Over*
6-0 (14-3)
5-1 (10-6)
4-2 (10-61
4-2 (11-6)
3-3 (9-9)
2-3 (6-9)
2-3 (5-10)
1-4 (7-9)
1-5 (4-13)
0-5 12-12)
0 0 (2-14)

Hell*
Murray State 75 Eastern (limas 59
Teem*
Tennessee State at Iowa 7 00 p rr
E Moots a1 Eastern Kentucky. 6 30 p m
orehead St • 6 30 p m.
SE Mssoun at Milund"
Jacksonville State al Murray State,
:
7E
enn
:31p:Tu
m
ech: at UT Mental. 6-00 p

T

Tennessee StateSabnig
at Austm Pow/ 1 00
SPaNt I-Morehead State. 3 30 p m
P
E 716n
(Eoos
Southeast MtSSOun at Eastern Kentucky
6 00 p m
Jacksonvele State at UT MaMn 6 00
P
Tennessee Tech at Murray State, 7:30

WILDCATS MOVE TO No. 2 IN POLLS
AS FLORIDA BRACES FOR CHALLENGE
By MARK LONG
AP Sports Wnter
GAINESVILLE. Fla. t.AP) — Florida hasn't played a wellrounded game all season.
The Gators have endured shooting woes, defensive lapses and
second-half struggles. The problems change from game to game.
half to half really, and there's no
telling which one will show up
next.
Keritucky at Fknida
Coach Billy Donovan has a
When: 8 c solution. though. It's one he Where:
Ga(nesyyle F(a
needs to be effective for Florida TV: ESPN
(II-4.
0-1
Southeastern Radio: WCBL. 99 1 FM
UK 16-0 (I-0. SEC). UF Conference) to compete with 4Records:
(0.1 SEC)
unbeaten and second-ranked
Kentucky (16-0, 1-0) on Tuesday night.
"We've got just to focus on everything, maybe get thein to do
everything at the same time," Donovan said Monday. "It's been
different things at different times, where we•ve tried to put attention on different things to tryr to get better at. But when we've done
that some other things have slipped.
"This will be a game where we're going to need to play well
offensively and we•re going to need to play well defensively.**
Without question. it's Flonda's biggest challenge of the season.
*The Wildcats feel the same way They have played just one
road game all season. a 90-73 victory at Indiana last month. And
playing in Gainesville. where the Gators have won the last five in
the series and are 76-9 since 2005, will provide a stiffer test.
"We are going to find out where we arc." Kentucky coach John
Calipari said Monday. "That is why you do this. We went nit
Indiana and got down really fast and were down 12 and about tta
get blown out and we just had to chip away and get haek in 016
game and end up heating thein Now, this will be a team that sv#1

Tonight

ei See WILDCATS,9
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YOUTH SWIMMING

Ely PASO Sports Information
Murray. State senior first
baseman Wes Cunningham was
selecte,d as the No. 87 player in
the country. by. the College
Biseball Blog on their projected
Top 100 Players List.
Cunningham
(Louisville,
Ky.) enters his senior season as
the
school•s
all-time leader
with a .393
career average.
He also has 17
doubles, eight
triples,
13
home runs and
Cunningham 83 RBIs.
In
2009,
Cunningham earned first-team
All-Ohio Valley Conference
honors after hitting .411 with 12
doubles, five triples. 11 home
runs and 52 RBIs. His .411
average was the fifth-best single-season performance for a
- Bred.
Cunningham spent last summer playing for the El Dorado
Broncos of the Jayhawk League.
He was named the top prospect
in the league by Baseball
America after hitting .395 with
42 runs, 18 doubles, six triples,
four home runs and 39 RBIs.
He led the Broncos to the
National Baseball Congress
National Championship. being
named to the NBC All-America
learn along the way.
The 'Breds open the 2010
season Feb. 19 at Lipscomb
First pitch is set for 4 p.m.

HOME • AUTO • LIFE
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

t
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MYST swimmers place
third at Paducah Swimfest
Staff Report
Thirty-three swimmers from
the Mitrrsy Ynnth Swim T•srn

competed in the Paducah
Swimfest on Jan. 3-4 at the
MSU Wellness Center.
Approximately 145 swimmers from six teams were represented at the meet. MYST
placed third
behind the
Paducah Swim Team and Rend
Lake (III.) Aquatic Youth.
Coach
Julie
Santiago
praised the teark saying. "I am
very prodid of these kids. They
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WE* YORK (AP) - star.: the ball well, but wheal we
ing and sniffli
hot shooter, vge like to
cGwire finallr•answe
1Y+1-gelylt"
***71:
4
.,,r;
leroid question. lalurray State had one.tgber
r,Ending more than a decade of player reach double digits.. 13..1.
denials and evasion. McGwire Jenkins, Saturday's hero at
akhnitted Monday what many Austin Peay, scored 14 points.
hod suspected for so long -that grabbed six rebounds arid dished
i,teroids and human growth hor- out five dimes over 30 minutes.
mone helped make him a home
"Isacc Miles is the epitome of
what arty coach would want to
"The toughest thing is my have -- that is a defensive-minde. my parents, close friends ed coach." MSU head man Billy
a: had no idea that I hid it Kennedy said."He works so hard
diem all this time," he told on shooting and other areas of his
. Associated Press in an emo- game that it's good to see him
(tonal, 20-minute interview. "I have some success there as
knew this day was going to well."
The Racers had 11 steals on
()same. I didn't know when."
, In a quavering voice, the night and forced Eastern
MeGwire apologized and said he Illinois into 20 turnovers. It's
used steroids and human growth also the fifth straig,ht game MSU
hormone on and off for a decade. has held the opposition to under
60 points.
EIU (10-6, 4-2 OVC)shot 37
percent from the floor and 40
percent fmm behind the arc. The
LOUISVILLE
Panthers were 68 percent from
BASKETBALL
the free throw line, going to the
stripe just six times in the second
half and finishing 11-for-16.
Eastem Illinois was led in
scoring by 'Tyler Laser's 13
points while James Hollowell
had 11 and Jeremy Granger
added 10.
Both Miles arid Tony Easley
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- agreed that following Saturday's
Scottie Reynolds scored a sea- emotional win over Austin Peay,
.on-high 36 points. including a there would be a letdown. It was
game-clinching layup in the evident in the first half as EIU
final minute, to lead No. 4 had an I I -point lead, 26-15 with
‘'illanova past Louisville 92-84 4:13 to play. but MSU closed out
Ln Monday night.
the half on a 9-2 run to trail 28-24
Reynolds was nearly perfect. at the half.
going 9 of 10 from the field.
The Racers trailed going into
including making all five of his halftime for the first time this
1-point attempts, as the Wildcats season since going into the lock15-1, 4-0 Big East) snapped a er room down 33-30 to Eastern
!hree-game losing streak to the Kentucky earlier in December.
Cardinals (12-5. 3-1).
"I think the game Saturday
It wasn't easy. or particularly played more into our emotional
pretty.
side because it's the rivalry game
The teams combined for 44 arid there is a lot of hype behind
turnovers, 67 fouls and 94 free it." Ea.sley said. "I know, for rite.
throws.
I have never won there. so there
Samardo
Samue Is
led was a lot of emotion in that win.
Louisville with 21 points and With this game. our focus went
Sosa added 17.
down a level and we thought we

Villanova
recovers to
beat Cards

The Top Twenty Five
By The Associated Press
The 'op 25 teams r r e Assor_ia'cr:
Press college Pasketbari poll ..rtr row_
place vOtes In parentheses records
thrOugn Jan 'r, total pOintS OaSed ,
0
25 po•nts tor a first-piace vote through
one point for a 25m-p!ace vote and pre%nous rank.ng
Record Pts Pvs
1 Texas (56)
15-01,616 2
2 Kentucky (9) 16-01,569 3
14-11,441 1
3 Kansas
4 Villanova
14-11,426 6
15-11,353 7
5 Syracuse
6 Purdue
14-11.317 4
7 Michigan St
13-31,191 10
8 Duke
13-21.178 5
9 Tennessee
12.21,030 16
10 West Virginia 12-21.006 8
11 Georgetovm 12-2 934 12
12 North Carolina12-4 844 9
13 Kansas St
13-2 746 11
13 Wisconsin
13-3 746 17
15 Connecticut 11-4 633 13
16 Pittsburgh
13-2 565 23
17 Gonzaga
12.3 559 19
18 BYU
16-1 456 25
19 Temple
13-3 388 21
20 Georgia Tech 12-3 342 20
21 Mississippi
12-3 326 14
22 Bays°,
13-1 301 23 Miami
15-1 189 24 Clemson
13-3 167 25 Flonda St
13-3 155 18

USA Today/ESPN Top 25 Poll
Tne top 25 teams kr, the USA Today
ESPN men s college basketball poii
with first-piace votes in parentheseS
reoandS through Jan 10 poonts based
or. 25 porrits tor a first-place vOte
through one point tor a 25th-place vote
Jind previOuS ranking
Record Pts Pvs
Texas 130)
15-0 774 2
2 Kentucky 11) 16-0 745 3
3 Kansas
14-1 697 1
4 Villanova
14-1 681 6
5 Syracuse
15-1 641 7
6 Purdue
14.1 625 4
7 Duke
13-2 578 5
8 Michigan State13-3 556 11
9 West Virginia 12-2 471 8
10 Tennessee
12-2 463 15
11. Georgetown 12-2 439 12
12. Kansas State 13-2 375 10
13. North Carolina 12-4 362 9
14 Goraega
12-3 345 18
15. Connecticut 11-4 293 13
16 Wisconsin
13-3 289 20
17. Brigham Young16-1285 23
18 Georgia Tech 12-3 261 17
19 Clemson
13-3 213 21
20 Pittsburgh
13-2 201 NR
21 Temple
13-3 151 25
22 Butter
12-4 106 24
23 Mississippi
12-3 90 16
24. I3aylor
13-1 66 NR
25. Florida State 13-3 65 19

Others receiving votes Texas A8M 126
N Iowa 91. Missoun 64 Mississippi St
61 New Mexico 59. Dayton 39, UAB
35 UNLV 28 Oklahoma St 26.
Vanderbilt 21, Notre Dame 18, Wake
Forest 14. Cornell 12 Butler 10. Texas
Tech 10 Marquette 9. Virginia Tech 9
William 8 Mary 8, Florida 2. Louisiana
Tech 2 Harvard 1, Missoun St 1 Siena

Others receiving votes Northem Iowa
62. New k4exico 54 UNLV 26. Saint
Mary's 25. Oklahoma State 21, Texas
A8M 17 Cornell 16. Dayton 16,
Alabama-Birmingham 14 Miami (Fla
8, Wake ForeSt 8 Rhode Island 7
Mississippi State 6. Arizona State 5:
Texas Tech 4. Mien, Mary 4
Missoun 3 Marquette 2 Minnesota
Notre Dame 1. San Diego State 1
Vanderbilt 1, Washington 1

MYST swam at tbe Paducah Swimfest on Jan. 3-4 at the Murray State wellness center.
Pictured, front row, frorn left: Jake Patty, Devlin Trimble, Jenna Santiago. Jolie Trimble,
Ashkahn Nabavi, Whitney Dawson, Lucas Wilson Second row: Kyle Faulkner, Logan
Dick, Will Shelton, Marco O'Bryan, Jillian Santiago, Neely Gibson, Trent Lyons,
Darringon Prescott, Natalie Hahs, Abble Gibson. Kaylee Roberson, assistant coach
Anne Ferguson, head coach Julie Santiago, assistant coach A! Farrell. Third row: assistant coach Rick McGee, Daniel McGee, Eb Weber, Torl Hahs, Lauren Simmons. Celeste
Glquerios, Alex Workman, Claire Umstead, Megan Wilson, Nicoie McGee. Jesus
Siquerios.

McGwire
(fruits using •Racers
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stepping tip. I feel like we all
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Cunningham
named to
top 100 list

MLB BASEBALL

talks with guard
gainst Vanderbilt
inton led Florida
87.

fuesria,, January

have been training very hard
and it's paying off."
continued to
improve times, with several
notable performances.
Daniel McGee won the High
Point Award for 13 & 14 boys
division. Also finishing in the
top three overall in their division: Lucas Wilson (3rd, 8 &
under boys), Jillian Santiago
and Natalie Hahs (2nd and 3rd
respectively in 9 & 10 girls),
Megan Wilson (3rd, 11 & 12
girls).

Adding state qualifying
times were Celeste Siqueiros
( 100 back) and Kyle raulkae.
(50 back), the 9 & 10 girls 200
medley relay team (Kaylee
Roberson, Natalie Hafts, Milan
Santiago and Neely Gibson)
and 9 & 10 girls 200 free relay
team (Elizabeth Houck, Kaylee
Roberson, Natalie Hahs and
Jillian Santiago).
MYST competes again at
the Southern Kentucky Winter
Fest in Bowling Green Jan. 1517.

could come out vvith the same
Team Record Point Provious
intensity. I know now, and I'll be Piece
1 Northern Iowa (25) 14-1 762
1
on all the guys, to approach every
2
Gonzaga (4) 12.3 745
2
of it were Austin Peay, 3
Butler 12-4 708
3
4
Corrje 13-3 670
4
a
:t
l etlit
eslIklaffist-neael-know.70..!
St Mary'saY) 15-2 645 *5
5
The tide certainly. turned* 6
Mose State 15-2 699
9"
7
Racers' way to start thc second
Old Dominion 12-5 548
11
8
Sena 12-4 530 13
half as Jenkins buried a 3-pointer
9 Western Carolina 12-3 487
7
and, following a steal by the jun- 10
Witham & Mary 12-3 472
8
11
ri
Missou
ior from virginia Beach, he fed a
Stale 13-3 443 10
nifty behind the back pass to 12. Northern Colorado 15-3 3T7 16
13
Akron 11-4 376 12
Miles for a layup. giving MSU 14.
Murray State 13-3 325 17
15
Coastal Carolina 16-2 314 21
the lead at 29-28.
7
Illinots State 12-4 291
14
Murray State never trailed /I6
VCU 10-4 279
6
from that point on, locking down 18 Western Kentucky 9-5 214 15
defensively and building a 14- 19 College of Charleston 9-6 163 NR
20
Wright State 1 1 -6 121
18
point lead with 6:05 to play.
21
Oakland 11-7 106 NR
"On defense, we lock people 22 Texas San Antonio 11.3 102 25
Kent Slate 10-5 93 NR
up to get baskets in transition. 23
24
Fairfield 12-4 92
23
tonight that's what it came down 25
Detroit 11-6 85
24
too," Miles added. "'Tony had
some big blocked shots and I OMENS ISECEIVOIG VON& Denver 81
Portland 62 Harvard 52 Green Bay 44.
think the bigs really played their Verrnont 38. South Alabama 33, Western
Michigan
32, Buffaio 26, Niagara 22 UC
hearts out tonight, getting in
Barbara. 18 Indyana State 16
there and getting us rebounds Santa
Northeastern 16. Long Beach State 13
when we needed them."
Morehead State 12, Southern Illinois 12
Eastern Kentucky 8, Morgan State 8
MSU won the rebounding Ohio
8 Malne 2 Sarr Houston State 2
battle 42-38 and got 22 points in Montana 1 Stephen F Aospn
the paint to 18 by EIU. Murray
State also got 20 second chance
points to Eastern's nine.
NOTES: It was the 16th
straight game tor a made 3-pointer by Isaiah Canaan and the 16th
nine Tony Easley registered a
dunk. .. Easley's technical call
against him at the 7:12 mark in
the first half v.:as just the third of
his career.

SCIVO

Wildcats
From Page 9
be even better and a tougher
environment than Indiana. We
will see if we are ready for it."
Kentucky is one of only. two
undefeated teams remaining.
And given Tennessee's suspensions and Florida's struggles,
there's already talk about the
Wildcats going unbeaten in SEC
play.
Kentucky isn't quite ready to
join in the conversation, especially after a close garne against
rebuilding Georgia on Saturday.
The Wiklcats blew a double-digit
lead Xaleilutile- the gaine ciost-t
than Ifteriaanted, something
Calipari says has happened too
often this season.
"We get people down and we
don't put them away." he said.
"We get 'em down 10. 12. 13.
Well. get it to 20. Instead, it's

BI

down to 4.
"When you go on the road and
that happens, you cannot stop the
avalanche and it just bowls you
over. It's just all that experience
stuff that we don't have that
scares me more than anything
else."
With three freslunen -- John
Wall. Eric
Bledsoe
and
DeMarcus Cousins - in his
starting lineup. Calipari asked his
older players to talk to the team
about v.that to expect in the
O'Connell Center.
m that it is crazy,
they havt sten a litit is like on TV,"
guard Ramon Harris said. "It's
definitely. something you have to
experience for yourself. Loud.
intense. the floor may be shaking
a little bit. But it's going to he fun
and I'm loolcing forward to it."

For Real
Pain Therapy...

Thera-Gesic. Pain Cream
It Really Works. .Compare and SAVE

;

This Winter!

Cut your heating bill this winter and stay warm
with soft, comfortable healthy EdenPURIET" heat!

MURRAY ST. 75. E. ILLINOIS S9
E. ILLINOIS (10-6)
Hollowell 5-7 1 2 11 kAanon 1-8 3-4 5.
Close 3-6 0-2 6. Laser 4-9 4-4 13,
Granger 3-12 2-2 10, Wnght Jr 2-5 1 -1 6.
Martin 0-1 0-0 C. Srtuth 0-0 0-0 0 Pratt 23 0-0 4 McKinney 2-5 0-1 4. Dorlack 0-1
0-0 O. Sanders 0-0 0-0 0. Suipc 0-1 0-0 0
Totals 22-58 11-16 59
MURRAY ST.(14-3)
Thomas 2-12 1-2 5. Aska 3-7 0-0 6
Easley 3-6 2-2 8 Mses 5-10 7-9 21,
Jenkins 3-9 6-6 14, Daniel 0-2 0-0 0,
Canaan 2-5 2.2 7 Poole 1-3 0-0 2.
McClan G-2 8-8 8. Wilson 1-1 0-0 2 Long
0-1 2-2 2 Totals 20-58 21331 75
Hatttlm•--E Illinois 28-24 3-PoInt
Goals--E Moors 4-10 (Granger 2-2.
Laser 1-3. Wnght Jr 1.4 Martin 0 1),
Murray St 7-20 (Miles 4.9, Jenkins 2-5.
Canaan 1-2. Poote 0-1. Thomas 0-3).
Fouled Out-None Rebounds-E
38 (Close 11). Murray St 42
(Ask& Easley Eh AssIsts-E Illinois 13
(Granger 41 Murray St 13 iJensins 5
Total Fouls--E Minas 18. Murray'
4'
15 Technical-Easley A-3 444

-t+ 4-4
lidenPURE

397

• Heats room evenly
• Safe for children & pets
• Does not remove moisture in the air
• Uses standard 110 electricity:
no harmful fuel exhausts
• 1500 Watts/5000 BTU
• Energy efficient safe, soft, comfortable heat
.-Serving You
Since 1955 With '
thiality Products
. Arid service
You peserve-

(felt 1/eize.
haiwAr staiieses /;( at alit/

RR Aa6.461

SUP'PLY COMPANY
Yaw AcIrretwori. Viecincot ono Piumomg Protess.oriots n
200-206 E. Main ;Murray; KY • 270-753-3361
M-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat. 7-4 p.m.• www.murraysuppiy.rust

tlorne • Auto • Manufactured Home • Fat/Tr •Life • Long Term Care • Health

Calloway County Farm Bureau
kyfb.com/calloway
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Two bald eagles sit perched on
a couple of tree branches by
the shore of Kentucky Lake
(left) while attendees of
kAonday's media tour take photos through through the window of the CQ Pnncess (nght)
HAWKINS TEAGUE/Leckter

Times

II Eagles...
From Front
in the country
and Kentucky's state parks have
beer, happy to provide the tours
for the last 4! years.
"It wasn't long ago that
eagles' existence was threatened. but you can now see them
by the dozens," he said. "It's a
great educational trip whether
you're eight or 80."
At Monday's media tour on
Kentucky
Lake
aboard
n";oville's r'sQ Princess, a ';`6foot yacht, close to 40 eagjes
were spotted perched in trees,
sitting on ice patches and flying
overhead. Lawson said nearrecord numbers of eagles had
been spotted on the last coup!tof tours.
John Rittenhouse, manager at
Kenlake, said it looked like this
winter was going to be one of
the best years so far for eagle
viewing. Attendees have the
option t6 view the eagles, as
well as plenty of gulls and blue
herons, by van or by boat. The
boat is enclosed, although participants can step outside at any
time to get a better look- Those
who attend are encouraged to
bring warm clothes. rain gear
and binoculars, although some
pairs of binoculars are provided
on the boat.
According to information provided by the parks, the waterways in the northern United
States and Canada are frozen at
this time of year and so North
American bald eagles fly south
in search of more ample food
sources. Tour guide Mary
Schmidt said more than 7.000
feathers act like a down comforter to help adult eagles withstand the cold. She said they are
habitual creatures and tend to
perch in the same spots at the
same times of day. Young eagles
actually have a wingspan about
half a foot longer than adult
eagles, which act almost like
training wheels as they develop
their flying skills, she said.
Ticket prices for the Eagle
Watch Weekends range from
$20 to $55 a person. For more
information about any of the
Eagle Watch Weekends, visit
www.parks.ky.gov
or
www.kdfwr.state.ky.us or call
any participating state park.
in many places
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From Front

Means woo ageramant
PANTECH REVEAL
BLACKBERRY'

money is especially important
to Kentucky because budget
shortfalls could force spending
cuts in the upcoming two-year
budget cycle.
States have to compete for the
money. Recipients will be chosen on the strength of their
applications.
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